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Portland Daily Press is published every
morning, (Sundays excepted), at 85,00 per year in adThe

vance.

Hates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements, SI.00 per square,
for three insertions or leas; exceeding three, and not
more

week, 81.25 per gquare; 75 cents per
One eqnare every other day oue week,
Scents per week after.
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week after.
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Exhibitions, kc., under head of Amusements,
C1L00 per square per week.
.Special Notices, 81.60 per square for first week,
81.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in
per line for
cents.
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reading columns, 12 cents
insertion. No charge less than fifty

Legal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements inserted iu the Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation iu every part of
the State) for 38 cents per square in additiou to the
above

fbr each insertion.
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for in ad-

vance.

tTT* All communications intended for the paper
qf the Press," and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
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Portland Daily and

Maine State

Office, in Fox Block, No. 82$ Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock iu the morning to 9 in the
Press

evening.
ur Job Printing of every description executed
dispatch; ami all business pertaining to the of-

with

I ce or

promptly

paper

transacted

on

application

as

above.

MISCELLANEOUS.
About Fretting.
is

It springs from

The Liverpool Post of the 2d has this

T.ittle Charlie is dead!-’
I repeated the words very sadly, and though
no
audible
voice from tlie tree-top above me
J
had spoken them, I glanced upward to the
windows, which for fourteen days had been
shutters and curtains were
i wholly darkened;
withdrawn at last, and the fresh breeze and
golden light drilled freely in.
I knew that on tlie couch where Charlie had
tossed and moaned, parched with fever, and
I smitten wit h grit* vous pain, there lay
only an
altered, stiffening shape which we had loved
and pitied as our Charliehut the real being
whose gay young life made beauty all around
it, was not there. One w iser and more pitying
than ourselves hud called tlie little liny, and in
the night he had arisen, saying,
thy servant
hearetb,” and gone outward to walk with tlie

T.

Fretting unpleasant.
pleasant feelings. It is attended a itli unpleasIt is accompanied with unpleasant
ant looks.
It gives to the one w ho frets,
tones of voice.
and to everything almut him, an unpleasant
appearance. And especially does it make the
one at whom the charge is directed feel ex- j
ceedingly unpleasant. Everything about fret- j
ting is unpleasant.
Fretting is unprofitable. It is no benefit to
him who nets; (unless perhaps lie feels somesin-

A meeting at Staleybridge shows that the
working classes are not of tlie same opinion as
their betters on the subject of the American
civil war. The object of the meeting, over
which the Mayor presided, was to declare in
favor of the South, and petition for intervention: but a resolution was carried by 100 to 1
blaming the rebelion of the South for all the
evils now being suffered by our manufacturing

districts.

CPU

Charlie.

for best instruments than any other maker in
•
the State.
Repairing and Tuning promptly and personally atteuded to.
wly7

A new train of thought passed my mind as,
standing by the dead boy, I watched the play
of light ami shade around the small couch so
long veiled in darkness.
While yet there remained the uncertainty of
lilt- poised in tlte scales of Eternity, ‘.lie turbid
waters of affection were stirred to blackest
agitation with every dreaded possibility.—
Through this oppressive atmosphere every
shi’ing hope which centered ill Charlie’s existence Itail gleamed forth in sudden, stinging
remembrance—all the joy that had been; the
laith outl,Hiking to years of developed manhood. Now coldly and dreatily rose instead
the vision of scenes that w ere to Is—the dying
agony; the slow, cruel formality of the funeral
All is of God;”
rites; the desolate home.
but the struggle between natural affection and
the obedience which yields calmly lo his decree, is olten of great severity.
Trembling hope ami fear were alike subsided now. and in their stead rose the pale cypress blossom of peace.
Yes, the open widow, the signal of sorest
loss, was also the avenue of richest gain; the
not agreeable.
healing breath of heaven, and its
Fretting is undignified. To give way to light, were they not messages to ttie baptismal
spirit of
frelfulness is unbecoming the dignity of a rathe deepened experience attained only through
tional being. Little perplexities, or great ones,
tears? We clasp the hands whose grasp is
should not lie allowed to ruffle the mind and
loosening with redoubled earnestness. Our
make a fool of the tongue. A proper self-relove cries out madly as its idols fade; but
does
not
allow
this.
Sir
Isaac
Example;
spect
when filially removed beyoud the reach of huNewton was above fretting. Once,on l-aving
man
yearning, we remember Who it w as that
his study, his little dog upset his lamp, and
said, Thy brother shall rise again.”
thus destroyed tile manuscripts of some of his
Long nffer the autumn earth bad gathered
great works which had cost him the labor of in the form of Charlie, like one of its own
years. On returning, mid seeing what was
the histospring-flower lives, sweet and
done, the great philosopher did not fret, but ry quickly told, 1 recalled thebrief,
lesson of that
calmly said to Ins little dog. “Diamond, thou silent hour's teaching—that one which death
little knowest the mischief thou hast done me,” i was
intended to convey, of infinite gain.
and as calmly went about repairing his loss.
Not only tin- empty cage, when our singingis
is
unchristian.
It
Fretting
unbecoming in birds have flown—not only the dreary tomb
any, and especially in those who hear the Chriswhere we have lain our dead away—were they
tian name. It is an unpromising symptom. It
not heart-broken mounters w ho,bending dow n
The
Christian
does
not
badly.
argues
religion
to the sepulcher's edge, saw the grave-clothes
beget fret fulness. Christ does uot fret, norap- I cast aside, and angels watching where lie had
prove o! it in his followers. Fretting does not
rested ?—[Independent.
deserve even to be called the dust which flies j
from the wheels of the celestial chariot. HaAn Actor's Advertising “Dodge.”
bitual fretters have yet the “Hill Difficulty” i
to climb before they get up to the "Higher
A Berlin letter in one of the Loudon papers

ipecacuaiia

lias taken
what relieved, as when
its desired effect.) It is of no benefit to any
who may chance to hear it. And certainly it
can lie of no benefit to any w ho do not.
And
hence it is a benefit to nobody. And hence it
is unprofitable, which was to be shown.
Fretting is ungenerous. It is doing on our
pail, what we do not like to have done. It is
treating others as we do not like to lie treated.
Fretting indicates a narrow, sordid mind, and
a soul shrivelled and contracted.
Generous,
magnanimous souls do not condescend to stoop
to what is so low.
Fretting is repulsive and
it is expulsive. It mukes those about us wish
that they or we could be somewhere else. We
read somewhere, that “it is better to dwell in
the corner ot a housetop.” than “in a wide
house" witli certain individuals; and there is a
good deal of truth in “Proverbial Philosophy,”
especially the “ancient edition.” To illustrate
this point still further, it is said that certain
quadruped* dieaffect certain others, and turn
them out of doors, simply for the reason that
they have a way ol making their ow n presence

Life.”

Fretting is unnecessary. If it is unpleasant,
and unprofitable, and nngenteel, and undignified. and unchristian, what can lie urged in its
favor? If nothing, then it must be unnecessary. And if unnecessary, why practice it?
Why not at once make an end ot it—have it
exterminated? When there is so much that is
good, what need have we of that which is evil ?
It was an old dilemma of the school men, “There
are two things wc ought not to
fret aSiut—
what we can help, and wliat we cannot." If
we are fretting about what we can help, then
help it. and stop fretting. Hut if we are fretting about wbat we cannot help, then fretting
will accomplish nothing: and we may as well
stop. In either ease fretting is unnecessary
and unavailing.—iCongregationalist.
Horrors ol the Thirty Years’ War in Germany.

lint

■uunities were so fortunate as to Ik- able to
preserve even this unsatisfactory protection;
for it was necessary for the army to live.—
When a troop of soldiers entered a village or
country town, they rushed like devils into the
houses wherever the dungheaps were the largest, there the greatest wealth was expected.—
The object of the torture to which the irhabitauts w ere subjected, was generally to extort
from them their hidden property; they were
distinguished by special names, as the “Swedish fleece” and the “wheel.” The plunderers
took the flints from their pistols, and forced
peasant's thumbs in their place; they rubbed
the soles of their feet with salt, and caused
goats to lick them; they tied their hands tiehind their backs; they passed a Bodkin,
threaded with horsehair, through theirtongues,
and moved it. gently up and down: they hound’
a knotted cord round the forehead, and twisted it together with a stick: they Imund two
fingers together, and rubbed a ramrod up and
down till the skin and flesh were burnt to the
bone; they forced the victims into the oven, lit
the straw behind them, and so they were
obliged to creep through the flames. Hagamutlins were everywere found who bargained
with the soldiers to la-tray their own neighbors. And tiiese were not the most horrible
torments.
Thus did the army misbehave among the

people, robbing every house,devastating every
field,till they were themselves involved in the
general ruin. And the destruction of these
thirty years increased prodigiously. It was

the years from lttlo to 1041 which annihilated the last powers of the
nation; from that
period to the peace a death-like lassitude pervaded the country; it communicated itself to
the armies, and one can
easily understand
that the
of the soldiers called for some
consideration tor tlie citizens and
peasants.—
[Pictures of Life in Germany.

misery

A young man asked his father for some
money, as he wanted to go out of town to recruit his health. ‘Recruit your health!’ exclaimed the old captain.
‘Well,then, sir, here's
a dollar; that is all we
pay for recruiting in

the army.’

Portland, June20th.
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MORRISON

PLEASURE

WILLIAM

asT~*

F.

W. H.

RENNET,

Goods

charge.

every variety, quality and price, embracing all
styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a full stock of .Satins, mediums and common papers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
every kind iu use at wholesale prices.

IIALL L. DAVIS,

KINDS,

63

S. II.

TITCOJIB,

Book

PALM E Ii’S

I

ARTIFICIAL

dir

TW ITCH ELI. A CHAUPI.1N,

!

AND

CRUTCHES,

FOR

merman

vs,

AND DEALERS IS

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,
H5 Commercial St., opp. Thomas Block,
John

Street,

M.

SALE.

£}'<£Tl

Middle Slrrel,

CSk

N. B—All work being promptly and personattended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfaction.

ally

jt-23tf
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WltOUBSALB

AKD

C

J.

R.

opiirim'rNlKip Notice.

FILLEBROWN and A. M. BURTON have
this day formed a copartnership under the

For

transacting

Grindstones.

Corner of Pearl and Federal Sts*.

ion Wharf.

I’ortinnd. Oct. 1,18‘i2.

octTdlw

GRANT’S

Spice Mills,

you want a cheap and perfect
shirt, please
leave your measure lor Mrs. A. MUl FUlT’s celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest prices.

fitting

ai

d

at

w

St. John, N.

I
!

MOFFOTT’S,
Market Stjuare,

27

nenr

Orders respectfully solicited by Mrs. MolTott. who
will pay personal attention to the same.
aul2dtf

foot of

SOU

ALMRSMT WEBB

I'H'cwill ICa|>lis| .Vliskioii Sixicl).
fPH K ANNXAI. MEETING oftl.o Freewill B*p1
list Foreign Mission Society will he he'd at the
Freewill
Baptist Meeting House, in South Berwick,
on Wednesday, the 22d inst., at one o’clock P. M.
D P. II A RRIM AN, Recording Secretary.

PKALEUS

A.

object. Apply loHundreds and hundreds of letters poured in
in reply to litis advertisement- On the morn-

T>.

the patronage of the public.
ANSEL LoTHROl', Agent.

Counarrcial Street.-

REEVES,

ing

NEW

sent a
most

YORK

With

!

a

large and

AND

LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COL ERA IN E I. E HI GH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S.

well selected Stock of

1 ■<
And is

*•

a

full assortment of

n -n-v-r

prepared

to

._.

H-w

._

make them up at short notice,

('all and

Tlie

4

Sec,

dtf

LIME

To his

new

store

RARE
—

STOCK

OF

on

II. WARREN LANCEY.
Portlaud, Sept. 20.
d& w4wl4

VF.ATOX A

SHIP BROKERS. CHANDLERS
—

-Ship

AND DEAI.ER8 Ilf

and Cabin

GOODS

Fixtures, for no other reason than that I ran
attend to it. having another branch of busiwhich requies all my personal attention. My
stock is good and not large, most of it
not
\NI>

Stores,

I have as good a run of custom as any establishment in the city, anti the locality the very best.—
Terms easy and determined to sell. Addr ss Box
2170, Portland P. O.
sept23tf

And

Ilc-Gilt,
MORRISON A CO.

Himekery

I

othert way. Read a letter which 1 will send
you it you will send me a postpaid envelope bearing
Direct to
your address.
in no

oclG d& w3m

ARMY

EDWARD H.TRAVER.
Lock Box, Boston, Mass.

Block, ConirfM SlrMt,
on

Gold, Silver and Vul-

AND

NAVY

TAILORING ESTABLISHMENT,
A. D. REEVES,
98

...

EXCHANGE

Tailor,

STREET,

Portland, Aug. 6. 1SG2.

JOHN W. Pl.ltKINS A

J.

CO.,

jn'29<1StKly

Thomas

And

&c„
Block,

PORTLAND. ME.

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.
JOHN PI RINTON,
No. 183 Fore Street. Fortin nil,

Keep* constantly
prime

on

FAMILY

hand

a

general assortment of

GROCERIES,

at Wholesale and Retail. Hi* old friend* and customers are invited to give him a call.
Iaug30 8m

Family Urocrrics,

PROVISIONS,

DRIGS, DYE STI FFS, GLASS WARE,

86 Commercial Street,

dly
B 4 K F K,

DEALER in

Choice

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
FLUID, KEROSENE OIL,

M.

CORNER OF EXCHANGE 4* FEDERAL ATS.,

UK A LKK8 IN

FRUIT,

VEGETABLES,
Country Produce,

TF" llis friends and the public

him

a

call.

Office,

Commercial

invited to give
sept 10—8m

-MAKER OF-

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

and

St., head of

Maine

Whf.

Exchange Street, Portland, Mk.

and Silver dated Cocks.
of Water Fixture for Dwell-i iug Houses, Hotels, Public
Buildings, Ships.&c.,
arranged and set up in the best manuer, and all orders in town or
faithfully executed. All
kinds uf Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of all kiuds.
jul)2hdly

Description

couutry

promptly

promises to spare no pains *•
accommodate its former patrons, as wall aa
his o!d friends aud the public
generally.
Having hail an exj erienceof sixteeu years,
he thinks he can now “keep a hotel.
This house is one of the beat in the eitv. and
vary
located ou Congress, corner of Ureas

pleasantly

dSw&wSm

insurance]
FIRE

H A I

Ll\\

FL_

E~

I58URAHC

WARREN SPARROW,
Office T4

Middle,

ear. af Exchange It..
PORTLAND, ME

Agent ofthe following Fiust(ease Insurance Co’e:
National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital aud Surplus, 8*00,000.

Republic

Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8813,000.

Of New York.

Relief Fire Insurance Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, 8250.000.
Equitable Fire and .Marine Ins. C,w.,
Of Providence.
Paltrier Srrmrrr. which ought always to be tlio
fint cuasuitmiu it in effecting insurance,' is here otfered to the public, at the Ivvrmt ro/ra of
premium
adopted by s. and and responsible companies.
Office iu "Boyd’s Building," oppoaita Post OSes.
June 23.

dAwtf

BATH

MUTUAL

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADABOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET.
President and Director* of the Bath Mutual
Marine liisurai-.ee (. ouipany give notice that their
Capital Mock amounts to

$200,000

;

And that
art* prepared to make Insurance
mutual principle, against marine rinks, not

on the
exceed***
$10,000 in auy due Risk.

John Patten.
Oliver Mows,
M. F. l.annett,
J. 11. McLellan,
Jas. F. latteu,

Wm. Drummond, fl. E. R. Patten,'
Sara’l 1. Robinson, K. K. Harding,
Arthur Sewall.
J. P. Mona.
Lewis Hlaekmer,
>*vld 1 at ten,
s. A. Houghton,
%». C. Jamison.
K. K. HA ItDINli, l’resideut.
E. C. HYDE, Secretary.
8. lHdS.
dHm

Hath, July

Courage Invalid*) !
CLEMS'

SUMMER

Howes’ Cough
SOLIS

CURE

—AND—

JUI01II

Pill*),

Ity

the concurrent testimony of many sufferer*, th
fact ha* been established, that for the cure of

DYE!

market has l»een flooded for
years with different articles called Hair Dyes, which have never
satisfied the expectations of purchasers. The >e
plus ultra has been reached at last in TODD'8
HAIR D1 E, ami the article ha* given eutire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredient*, and gives the hair a beautiful rich brown or black color. Directions for using
—which are very simple—accompany each bottle.
One superiority ot Todd's Lux Sofia Hair Dye over
all others is, you do not have to cleause the hair or
wash it be tore or after using the dye. and there is but
cue kind to be used, and that can be put on the same
as oil and water, without any trouble, uulika all other dyes that have two or three different kinds to be
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies' hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. L'ulike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Dive this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once usiug this.
For sale only at

TODD S HAIK-DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74 Middle, corner of Exchange Street.
septl6tf

DIARKIHKA OR DYSENTERY
In persons of all ages, no medicine has ever come to
the knowledge of the pubHc, that so effectually doe*
it work and at the same time leave# the bowels iu an
active, healthy condition, a*

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
That for Cliildren Cutting Teeth, if troubled with
Diarrhoea or any irregu’aritles of the bowels, all other remedies are insignificant, as compared with
CLEM'S SUMMER

CURE.

That for Children troubled with Canker in month
or stomach, or mother* suffering from
uursing *ora
mouth, a sate and speedy cure is effected by the one of

CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.
That for Cough*. Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief a*

HOWES’ COUGH FILLS.
That for a
Fains in the
remedy i*

Tightness or Wbec/ing in the Cheat
or a long standing Hack, the beat

aide,

HOWE'S COUGH FILLS.
That a* an e.\|»ec»oraiit aud ameliorating agent lu
of Fbthisic. Whooping Cough, aud Confirmee!
Consumption, the public have already reudered their
united verdict iu favor of

cases

s*a

Coats, Pant., Vesta, Jackets,

_LL

Ladies'

Ridir.g

A. D. BEEVES,
99

EXCHANGE

by

Tailor,
STREET,

Portland, August 6, 1862.

Gilt Frames.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of anv
size or style desired—latest patterns and best

workuianshi)*— matte

to order bv
36. Market

MOKIUSON A CO

Square,

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership existing between Joseph Pun-

THE
noll and

Bradburv, under the firm ot
Co., is this dav dissolved by
JOS Dl’NNELL,
W. S. BRA DBF RY.
1862.
Baxton, Sept. 20,
sep28d$w

William S.
William S. Bradburv A
mutual couacut.

particle
••

CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Cold
Leaf, and at low rate* at
26 Market Square.

F>R

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE is a pleasant, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Barks, aud coutains not a
does

dly

On lluml.

A

HOWES' COUGH FILLS.

Habits, &c.,

Cut, made and trimmed

Warm, Cold and Show# Rath*, Wash Bowls, Brass

I^VKKY

PORTLAND.

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship of
this house,

SAWYER A WHITLEY.

are

WILLIAM
A. PEAKCE,
P L IT M B K R

No. 124

quality,

THE

HALL,-PORTLAND, ME.

J08EFH HALE.

!

EARNESTLY caution all young men suffering
from Nervous Debility, Ac., against endangering
their health by patronizing any of the advertising
quacks. You can fully recover by the methods used
bv the Advertiser, and by hundreds ol others, AN1>

Clapp's

Artificial Teeth iuserted
canite base.
3md&woe

Portland, Me.

WHOLESALE

LYNCH.

DY

Lon? Wh’l,

ness

Worth JNorr than Cost!

TIKIS.

^Bdentist,

•.•Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.
August 2. 18*52.
d&w(5ni7

—

B.IKKCh,

V

CITV HOTEL,

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those* who pay cash.

TODD'S

srl,C£0-v * mechanical

orr. OLD CITY

THESE

Mr.

—

MOL L VOX'S BLOC K,
Corner Commercial SI. and

Ptl.LO

£

tomers and huj.es by strict atleutiou tt>
their wants
to merit a continuance of the
jiatrouage which he haa
hitherto received.
j? {±
W'
I'assadumkeag, June 23. IStB.
dAwtf

DIRECTOR*:

Coal* are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction.

eery's Wharf,)

I>H. C. II. OSGOOD,

Ik 8

Merchants,

COMMERCIAL STREET, !

..

je23.lt f

C,i!irir~>t

COAL

Hard and Soil Wood.

MERCHANTS,

head of IV id

LTNOH.

CUMBERLAND

< o..

Grocers,

Purlin ml,

and

MILLINERY

Old Frames
renewed by

(Opposite

HALF..

C H A ACE.

1 propose to sell my

GRANITE STORES,

JOHN

—

a

v|»i »cior.

subscriber mould very respect Ally m.
uoui'ce to his numerous
frieuds, aud the
public generally, that during the temporary
su.je.nsmu of his business he
,-?—eomt.ulaory
baa furuM.ed this well-known
house anew and
now better than ever
prepared to wait ujmn his cus-

they

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova .Scotia and other

-and-

AnE,

Respect fully notifies his friends and patrons, and
with thanks for past favors would hereby solicit their
further patronage.

JOHN TEA TON,

A

Wholesale

STREET, NEAR THE POST OFFICE,

CoininisMion

f fillE Subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
1. concerned, that she has been dulv
appointed and
taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix of
the estate of
ISA AC II. ( ENTER, late of Portland,
Iu the County of Cumberland, deceased, by giving
bond as the law directs; she therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to the said deceased's estate
to make immediate payment; and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to
CAROLINE 11 CENTER.
Portland, Sept. 1C, 1862.
w3wl8*

LYNCH

COMMISSION

subscriber having removed his stock of

IIAILD W

AT Xo.f* EXCHANGE STREET.
Portland, Sept. 24. 1862.

John

»

TilE
LOEDEET,

HERETOFORE.
3in

o-a
T

r.

...

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

Portland, July 22, 1862.

__JV'MU

—

Cloths, Cassimeres and Vestings!
Also

i-orlliiml. Mr.

WHARF,

ill continue the

w

LET

Marine Insurance Company.

SPRING MOUNTAIN

THE GENUINE

Flour, Produce and Provision Business,
AS

—

BOSTON,

STORE,

WOOD,

Pure and Free Burning.

No. 3 UNION

Ksarea

PASSADtXMKEAO, MAINE.

FOIt C ASH,
DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THECITT.

BROWN,

Where he

REMO VAL.

HAS JUST RETURNED PROM

D.

dim

CHEAP

IIAS REMOVED TO

NEW

HEAD OF MF.GItlLL’S WHARF.

The Tailor,
—

C.

B.,

Portland, Sept. 30, 18*2.

oval.

o m

IS

Corn, Flour and Grain,

October 7—law3w

Itnd a young man w to. would to-ul.lt* to manage the
bustio —s amt become the hu.-banil ol the oung Jadv.
t he posse siou of property or other .jualiticatiul.s is

a Cft,

H

ally.
1

CENTRAL HOU SE,
Cl

RUBBERS.

despatch.
The subscriber solicits

or

Fxrhnnge* [ ed, every description of
COFFEE,
CALDEUWOOD k BECKETT.
SPK ES,
Portland. June 23.
dtf
CREAM TARTAR,
SALE RATES,
SWEET HERBS, $c., Jc.,
Frame*.
E’liofo^isigiliir
Packed iu every variety of packages to suit dealers.
ARE or oval—every kind called for. These
being manufactured by ourselves, except those \
rtr* ( oliV-e and Spices ground for the trade at
short notice.
necessarily imported, we ran compete with any mat*
ket for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26. MaiAll goods warranted as represented.
ket Square.
MORRISON A CO’8.
J. GRANT.
aug4—3mcod& w
180 Fore Street

in the

JUI16—3ln

_

dtf

PARCELS, Packages,aud all other
articles usually sent by Express
will be forwarded between this city.
aud all parts of the Provinces, with

COAL

MRS. A.

No.

^

Turner’* American Ex pres*.

FT Remember the place,

STREET,

for sale,
baud,
holesale
market price-*, iu the crude state
CONSTANTLY
manufactur-

ME.

GENTLEMEN,

PORTLAND, ME.
on

PORTLAND,

IF

PROPRIETOR

House
^r***,\1n,0*t.c',n,r»l
Railroads and Steamboats.

Exchange Street.

SHOES^ &

Shirts, $hirts.

Su riour and I’rudurr,

15 UNION

THOMPSON,

je23tf

SHAW,

Portland. Aug. 23,1WC.

E. SHAW & CO.,
No. 88 MIDDLE STREET,
As u<ual, keep cousfantIp supplied with fresh
Ml aiul fashionable BOOTS and SHOES, in e*erv variety and style for gentlemen's ami laf
^^^diea wear, and invite all their old customeis
and the public generally to give them a call whenever they desire to replenish their “understaudintrs.”
E. S. k Co. are agents for rhe Leavitt and Wiicox
k Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
aug5—6n»d

Free Stone, Soap Stone,
Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and

General Commission Business

CofTee and

Work.

a

And havu taken the .tore Xo. 1 In

BOOTS,

Marble,

FILLEBROWN & BURTON,

IIOUNL

BANGOR, ME.,

Me.

prepared to receive orders for

Is

B A * (lOR

every

Portland. June 23.18#K.

MOODY.

JB
name

Portland,

i*0"'

JT11E

NOYES,

66 and 68

PRODUCE,

291 Congress Street,
sepG—3m

eodtf

(

COUNTRY

2v£ arbl©

FRAVKUH

ANDREW T. DOLE.

AND

by

BAILEY * NOYES.

PROVISIONS. FRUIT. I EOE TABLES,

FLOUE, COEN AND PEODUCE,

•

CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES,

DBALERI IS

A

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and bull’, Gold Pens, Steel Pens. kc kc. Every article at lowest rates. We But for Cash aud
Sell Cheap.

DEALERS IN-

on

Terms Moderate by tbr Week ar
Oar.
Bath, Juuc 23. 1862.
jtf

BOOKS !

STATIONERY.

JOHNSON A CIIENEItl,

merchants,

of Bsth is one of the healthieet
the coast of Maine—delightfulon tho hen nine, twelve
mile*
1,11,1 *fl'»rd* one ot the moat
—Tryuviting re.reat* from the dust aud turmoil of
our
arge cute*.
The SAOADAHOt a is one of the
llncet. most spabest appointed Hotels in the
State, located
within thwe tm. utes wa!k of the
Depot, steamboat
( u*,om House. Ae.,
* dlbeinf
m
in
the
rootiy
business centre of tlie
City.

localities

kind of Blank Book used
by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies. Hotels, Steamboats, Lactones and Counting Houses.

V

Pity

iyHORSES AND CARRIAGES TO

M EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

We make to order

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above articles mav be found at this establishment, comprising every description for a traveling outfit.
ciGra
J. R. DUE AN.
July 30, 1862.

MOODY,

THE

<
to

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash. Record, Dockets, Letter*, Masonic
and Church Collectors Rooks.

MANUFACTORY,

GENERAL

ACCOUNT

BAILEY
M AND

No. 1«I5 MIDDLE STREET.

Watch-Maker,

DOLE

)

-AT*-

Portland. Mr.

~~

K.

Manufactured and for Sale

Carpet-Bags,
DURAN’S

by

Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and
books, rases renewed and vials refilled.
June 24. 1862.
eodfira

Trunks!

dtf

SACiADAHOC K IIOl'SE,
AllVotl Carr,
Proprietor,

MEDICINES,

SEAVEY.

blank

VALISES, PORTMANTEAUS,

Bsth. June 28.1862.

O. M.

Portland.

...

Trunks!

PORTLAND, ME.
Q. Twitchell. jul31d<‘»in .la’s P. (harnplin.

L. J. CROSS,
1 11

373 4'ongre*»
•uffMtf

with house.

Picture-Framing,

For sale at the above store

Splints,

SPECIMEN LIMPS MA V PE SEEN AT

i oinini««ion

and

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

-ALSO,-

Sheet Outta Percha for

8S3, Wa»h!*otox St., Bath.
•.•Terra* 81 per day. Stable connected

Done neatly as usual.

LIMBS,

EXCHANGE STREET.

Portland, An* 8.1882.

lOLEKWOKTHV,

Binding

dTt.i.s

BATH HOTEL,
tty C. M, PLUMMER.

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American
Express
Office, where he will accommodate all who may oe in
want of goods in his liue, at very low prices.

-AGENT FOR-

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor

lv situate*!

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Picture Frames. Paper Rinjira Faery Ms. ie„ it.,

Apothecary,

given to CUTTING and
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS, by

Boston, Jinutry, 1862

BATH. MAINE.

Excdaxok Strut.

Portland June 23. 18G2.

delivered iu any part of the city, free
*ep*>—3m

attention

i

PAPE R S

the various

A. W. PORTER.

E. II.

Boys, Boys, Boys.

98

ROOM

Hotel in
centrally iocsed. and HUx ol Umh from all the route*
of
travel.
It contains the modern
improve*
inents. and every convenience for the com.
u*rt and accommodation of the
travelling public.
are large and well
ventilated;
well arranged, and
ompletolv
turm-hed for families and large
travelling
parties
and the house will continue to be
as a Brat class
kept
F
Hotel iu every respoct.

Of

Has removed his stock of
of

Bostos, Mass..
bw" •'•“"’(ted
TS.’I’C1"?*1
,‘n'i Stntes:
l the New f.nglnnd
is

7™rt*om*
! ‘u0rr"'!I!1',V‘‘

STATIONERY

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS
sep&—3m

nET" Hair Mattresses renovated. Furniture repaired and varnished, ( hairs re-eaned in an improved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
sold or exchanged.
juKjndbm

Tailor,

Our stock of

selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices. Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

Xoa. 2, 4 «V G Warren Market, Portland.

MATTRESSES, PEW-CUSHIONS, 4v tc.
14s! En haiifft' Street, Portland

A. I>. REEVES,

we are

Is

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, &c.,

K,

SPRING-BEDS,

PARTICULAR

State.

STBEET,

MEATS OF ALL

AMERICA* HOUSE,

band and made to order,
and finish. From our long

style

of

BUSS'

JVrttand. A.gJSXlWHAK

on

enabled to offer to the trade and
our customers better
bargains in quality and prices,
than can be found in any other establishment in the

PEA LERA IN

AXI*

Loimg€»»i, Bt^lMeads,

variety

experience,

W. II. KENNEY & CO.,

Manufacturer of

13 &

stores at

AND

PARKER,

K URNI T TJ R

of every

AND

IMPORTERS,

upholsterer

I

■■

MIDDLE

HOUSE."

undersigned respectfully informs the
public that he has leased the above Honee,
on federal
Street, Portland, and invites
the travelling
community to call and aoe It
he knows "how to
keep a hotel." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a well-provided table, atton*
are the Induce'•harge.
ments he holds outmorttr»"‘
to those whose business or Dima,
•"
ure call them to the “forest
City."

Established in 1825.
Premium Blank Books

Wideery’s Wharf, Portland, Mo.,

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.
j(23.itf

PARTIES.

visiting the Islands, supplied j
I^XCPR8IONLST8
with
the shortest notice.
Orders solicited.

WAREHOUSE !

CHASE BROTHERS A CO.,

Sugar Refinery,

June 23.

Square.

PAPERIIAXCIXG

cr- Orders by mail or express promptly executed.
augBeodSmlamw

manner.

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

DEANE,

s, bv
A C O., 26. Market

-AM)-

One Door East of Canal Bank.

GAS FITTING,

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Pore St.,
jnUdtr
PORTLAND. ME.

60 State Street.

re-set in old fiairn

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

ENGRAVER,
NO. 84J

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Whole-

STEAM AND

Bailey.

Pier ami Mittille Mirror*.
Y1T1TJI Oval, Square or Eiiptical frames, with
tt
Rosewood, Black Walnut or Gilt linisli made
to order, of any sire, style or design, of new and
elegant patterns: also cheap Looking Glasses and !

Photograph,

or

No.

DESIGNER

MACHINERY,

PORTLAND, Me

in the

at

TRASK & LEWIS,
S27 Market Square, h’d Preble St.
July 14th, 1862.
dtf

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,
AND EVERT DESCRIPTION OF

“ELM
TIIF.

MANUFACTURER OF

Steam

HOT ELS.

EXCHANGE ST.

J. F. ItlCHAKDSOA,

No*. 54 and 50 Middle Street, Portland*

For Sale or To Let#
THE Three-storv Brick Dwelling House
ami Lot. No.61 High Street. The house
is in perfect repair throughout, with
good drain, furnace and cisterns, an excellent cellar, and the best of well wa»er.
t is built and finished in modern style.with
gas.bathiug room, water we rks, and ail modern improvements,
and is situated in one of the must desirable locations

Ambrotype

not fail to call

WINSLOW, Agent,

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

*Vg20d&wtf

DO

THOS. H. POOR.

SAM IACTIKEKS AND JOBBERS OF CLOTMNG,

Charles

YOU

27 Market Square, where
they take PERFECT LIKENESSES, and warrant satigfaction. at pricer vhlch defy
competition.
N. B.—Large Ainbrotypos only Fifteen Cents.

dispensary

Dry Goods,

Alfred Woodman,

Best

Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

je24tf

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

-WANT THE-

Wholesale Dealers in

and Domestic

IF

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by furnishing the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
In the
department, to merit the coutidcncc
of the public.

C©„

A

Store!

large and well selected stock of

CHA8. F. CHOP MAN.

NO. 103.

BUSINESS CARDS.

taken store, No. 7 5 Middle Afreet,
HAVE
(Fox Block.) and respectfully invite public at-

Commission

TRIE

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth B. Horsey,

'.\ gentleman, win. lias a uitee ami ward possessing a disposable property of tifteen thousand tlialeis,
together wall a meieautllo estahlisliineut, desires lo

[Bishop Heber.

application

sion business for the !a*t twenty years, and having a
reliable A gene in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the Government with
promptness and despatch. and on very reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtaint'd.
1 RICKM AN BRADFORD,
7 K HARMON.

“I cannot conclude the present letter withmentioning a little incident that occurred
hen- in the course of the present week, anil in
which an ingenious rogue has verily out-Barnutiled Bariiii.ii. A member of the company of
players at Kallcubacli's theatre was to have a
benefit night: and the question was how to
get together a good audience, as the usual attendance at that place of amusement, even if
doubled, would produce far too slender a sum
to satisfy the expectations of a lieueflt night.
Accordingly some days before the memorable
evening, there appeared in all the B rliu papers an advertisement to the following effect:

The Storm or Life.—Life bears on like
the stream of a mighty river. Our boat at
Hist glides swiftly down the narrow channel,
through the playful murmurings of the little
brook, and winding along its grassy borders,
tlie trees shed their blossoms over our young
hands; we are in hope, ami we grasp eagerly
at the beauties around us, but the stream hurries us on, and still our hands are
empty.
Our course in youth and manhood is
along a
wider and deeper Hood, and amid
objects more
striking and magnificent. We are animated
by the moving picture of enjoyment and industry that is passing before us; we are excited
by short-lived success, or depressed and rendered miserable by some short-lived
dlsapointineut.
lint our energy and dependence are
both in vain. 'i lie stream hears us on, and our
joys and griefs are left behind us. We may he
shipwrecked, but we cannot anchor; our voyage may he hastened, hut we cannot he delayed; whether rough or smooth, the river hastens towards its home; the
roaringof the w aves
is beneath our keel, and the land lessens from
our eyes; the floods are lifted
up around us,
and we take our last leave ol earth and its inhabitants, and of our future voyage, there is
no witness but the infinite ami the eternal.—

ou

to

<u

BRADFORD A HARMON,
No. 88 Exciianus Street, Portland, Me.
Having devoted on: attention exclusively to the Pen-

out

of tin- benefit day each person who had
reply received the following note: “The
illlliortni.t noilll is. ol* com-so th-.t o.i.i
should like one another. 1 and my niece are
going to Kullt uhaeh's theatre this evening,
and you can just pop in upon us in Box No,
1.' Of course the theatre was crammed. All
the boxes, all the best playing places in the
house were tilled early in the evening with a
mostly male public, got up in a style which is
seldom seen at the royal opera itself. (Basses
were levelled on all sides in the direction ol
box No. 1, and eyes were strained to catch the
first glimpse of the niece, w hen she should appear in company with the uncle. But uncles
are
proverbially ‘wicked old men;’ ami in the
present ease neither uncle nor niece were to lie
found, and the disconsolate lovers—of a fortune—were hit to clear upthe mystery as best
they could. The theatre has not had such an
audience for years, and of course the chief
person concerned reaped a rich harvest by the
trick.”

in the present

State*-Government,

by U tter

no

If a place lay between two armies, both
parties had to he asked for sala ,/i/r<//<i. and
both parties lived by agreement, in peaceful

intercourse, at the expense of their host,

rr ice

ID rug

tention to their

obtained for

Soldiers
war,
and Sailors, their Widows ami lleir*, from the UuiI^oRsi
tud

OCTOBER 21, 1862.

CKO.Sn.4N & POOR,

PENSIONS, BO ITMTV MONEY,
Back Fay, Ac.,

tells this curious story:

1

1ST ew

MELODEOX
u(acturcr,

MORNING,

BUSINESS CARDS.

paragraph:

Wounded and Killed.—It takes but little space in the columns ol the daily papers;
but O, what long household stories and biographies are every one of these strange names
we read over and lorget!
“Wounded and killed.” Some eye reads the
Lord.
name to whom it is as dear as
life, and some
It was an exquisite
morning in early au- heart is struck or broken with the blow made
tumn.
Not a cloud vailed tlie intense blue of
by that name among tlie list.
the sky, luminous with depths of sunshine;
It is our Henry,or our James, or our Thomas
and beneath every tree scarlet and
purple that lies with liis poor broken limbs at the
shadow s played, while tlie wind, swaying their
hospital, or white, still, and with ghastly face on
branches, seemed to call up tender memories
tlie battle-lioid. Alas! lor the eyes that read;
from each warm, sturdy heart. “Dead!” I
alas! for the hearts that feel.
echoed the word as, lingering by the half-open
“He was my pretty boy, that I’ve sung to
gate. I hesitated to enter it. In tlie glad day
sleep so many times in my arms!” says the
overflowing with brilliancy, what room was poor mother, bowing in anguish that cannot be
there for so dark a syllable?
uttered. “He was my brave, noble husband,
Charlie was tlie child of a neighbor, a beauthe father of my little orphan children,” sobs
tiful and winn ing little spirit as ever sojourned | tlie stricken wife, "lie was
my darling brothin human clay. Full of restless precious life,
er, that I loved so, that I was proud of,” murthe light links ol existence were fretted away
| murs the sister, amid tears; and so the stroke
by the ceaseless strain and jar of the imprison- ! tails on the homes throughout the land.
ed soul. We knew that he must leave us, but
“Wounded and killed!”
Every name in
forgetful of previous warning, the death of my j that list is a lightning stroke to some heart,
favorite came to me with the sharp
pang of I and breaks like thunder over some home, and
an unheralded woe.
falls a long black shadow upon some hearthRegaining with an effort
a
degree of composure, I entered the house of stone.—[Home Magazine.
mounting. The hush which severe sickness
imposes, the shadow of a mystery yet to be reShocking.—At-Springs, a fashionable
vealed, which envelop a dwelling so consecratwatering place, recently a guest was discovered. were exchanged for the dread certainty of ed bathing his feet in the
spring one morning,
helpless gtief. Charlie was dead!
which, as the water was used on the hotel taHow many times during the past fortnight
caused
bles,
great indignation among the
had 1 entered that room, whose repressed
boarders, and said “gu“st” got “tits” from the
sights and sounds were familiar? With what | two hundred ladies and gentlemen. One young
1 lingered in its gloom, ; miss said she guessed that was what gave the
painful forebodin
which typified
the cherished hopes j water its peculiar
healing >|uuiitie*. but those
that here perj
I crossed its threshwho did not see it in that light skedaddled.
hold 1 half
bear the stilled moan
ol the siek
(did; but lie breathed •
"You are at the very bottom of the hill.”
an air which"?,
fckiiess poisons, and tin* body
said the physician to the sick patient, “but I
was at rest forever.
What change had a few 1 shall endeavor to
get you up again.” “I tear
hours wrought in this apartment! The soft,
j I shall lie out of breath before 1 reach the top,”
air
rich
of the Indian summer stole through
was the reply.
the windows no ioncrer guarded, and tin*, sun- !
shine stretched its golden beams upon the
floor and walls—further, it slanted across the
J. D. CUE KEY,
pure linen that was ((tided above the sleeper,
and to the delicate features and sunny hair
gave somew hat of the glad vitality of life.—
Every leaf fluttering, every bird-note, every
w liisper of the wide world w ithout, spoke of
Hariiion inin ,tlan
1 shall go to him,” said my heart
rejoicing.
135J MIDDLE STREET.
responsively, and I could almost weep tears of
gladness that the gill of immortal youth was
Xr B.—.J. D. C. lias received more first premiums
so
to

early granted

TUESDAY

of Onex

good, and
By

Drug of any sort.
does harm.

or

never

TilF.IIt WORKS YE SHALL KNOW

It

always

THEM.”

G. C. Goodwin k Co., Boston, Genera! Agents
New England. II II. tlav, Fortland, and B.
Bradbury. Bangor. General Agents for Maine,
dr*.Sold by Druggists and Merchants

K

generally

IIOWES *. CQm Proprietor*,
iswfiinnol
Belfast. Maine,

Photographic CSoods A Chemicals.
.took in this

department in complete,
OCRpriaing every article
used in the art.
June24dtfw8t

eom.

MORRISON It CO..

26. Market

Square.

WASTED.
SM AM. KENT, of Are or alx
the business part of the city.
thia edict

room., near

Enquire

at

^fl————■W

THE DAILY

PRESET

Correspondence

my
last that when we got somewhere I would
write again. We waited for more than a week

largest

oitchlation of any daily paper in
Dow

|

recognize

der

Douglas—who at that time
was in'‘regular standing” iu the democratic
Ctiurch—defended Jacksou lor so doing. It
that for the ground
may be well, too, to state
taken iu the tollowiug speech, Ex-President
short

Jackson, but

a

thanked Mr,

Douglas

he

was

the first

of his friends iu

one

that if we moved

refunding of his fine cm the true
ground—on the ground that he did right at
New Orleans, and usurped no unauthorized
ask lor the

to

power, but that he
steps for w hich he

was

authorized

was

fined, by

to

P. S.

red

take the

the terrible

he.

short one, and
Ou Friday
camp.

The Sabbath morning
come!”

hurried to the Colonel’s tire, where the post
master was assorting the letters into ten piles,

were,

war

If

We

tried over again I think
he would get but one republican vote. Many
of the democrats are pleased at the manner lie
has assailed the National Administration, hut

chauce

to

dark,

hut still we
a

to

pressed

halt was

ordered,
The ground
weeds, completely saturated with water.—
Wrapping ourselves iu blankets and overcoats,
and in some cases making a rude tents of rubber blankets, we lay down. Many nights at
home, even when in good health, huve I tossed
and turned on a feather bed, failing to get half
the refreshing sleep that I got on that wet
Held, with my feet sticking out from under any
shelter into the rain, my stockings getting a
little wet, as I was usiug my boots for a pillow. I rose iu tiie morning without any cold,
or feeling of rheumatism.

he must be a true

know him too well to vote for him.

Soon it commenced

About two hours after dark
and

meetings,” I suppatriot, and therefore
gave him my vote for representative to the
Legislature; but if I truly regret doing anyone thing in my life, I 7-egret that from the

they

the south side of the road

on.

Smith,

Aud I ain not alone.

north, and the other half

up the road again.
rain, and anon grew

The Advertiser may now
deny it, but I was informed of the fact before
It appeared iu the Press.
After hearing Mr. Smith speak in Portland

bottom of my heart.
the thing should be

the

on

about 3 P. M. the order caine to move, and we
were in fifteen
minutes thereafter moving

State Legislature.

the

one

leading from the
interior, and running at right angles with the
one we had been traveling.
Oar regiment was
on the south side of the road, the right well
sheltered in a grove of pines. The artillery
was planted on a hill commanding the cross
road; and here we waited for the appearance
of Stewart’s Cavalry, which, it was anticipated, would return that way from the raid into Pennsylvania.
Here we waited for two or
three hours, expecting, iu vain, the appearance
of the rebels. But they did not come; and at
ou

of mine who has been

at

a

says of Ossian's poems,—
yet pleasant to the soul.” We
that louely march, of the chiming

some

brigade

the

and to whom he disclosed his intentions at a
supper to which be was invited for the purpose of obtaining his vote to elect him to the

posed

as

stead of Sabbath 9011 nds, an occasional profane jest. About noon we tiled into an open
Held on the right hand side of the road, half

forsake him; but he did propose to be a candidate.” I was informed of the fact the next
day after he was elected to the State Legisla-

and this town

know; and the train ol
they awakened iu
little tinged with sadness,

“mournful,
thought, ou
church bells, and gathering congregations, and
songs of praise, and fervent prayers, and all
the sights aud sounds of the day of rest iu
our New England homes.
These were our ideal Sabbaths; the real was
a rapid and toilsome march,
through a country of almost primitive solitude, with heavyguns, and haversacks, aud canteens, aud blankets, growing heavier at every step, and, in-

candidate, since

of Mr.

hearts, though

our

be has discovered that his recent raid iu tile
Advertiser has caused his few supporters to

till

unfeigned joy

that Sabbath morning, /

Senatorial candid-

by
acquaintance
recently in the employment

the

were

prepared
pass the night.—
was low, and covered with rank

a

to

we

ordered to march at about five in

morning,

mile and

and

halt.

came

Here

up the

we

river about

His

a

have encamped, but

have made very little preparation
tended stay. The camp presents

for
a

an ex-

peculiar

appearance. Having been obliirlied to abanilon our Sibley tents, most of the men have

the U. S. Senate is slim.
A Mechanic.

made tents ot various sizes of their rubber

Train
was

at the

crowded last

City Hall.—The City Hall

evening,

to hear the

blankets.

free

reminded of
S. Moor of

an

our

Mr. Train

we

Tile men arc

remarked, that he would have been
much more successful in lile but fur I,is exMr. Train, doubtless, sufcessiee modesty!
fers from an inordinate developement of this
female grace, which renders him very timid,
reserved and diffident before an audience, and
causes him to blush deeply with every allusion to himself.

generally

in

good

health and

and seem well satisfied with their

ofspirits,
ficers generally speaking. Capt. Stinson, of
Co. K, lias resigned and gone home, and Captain’s Hersey, Merrill and Hobson of companies “F,” “G,” and I, are temporarily absent
from their companies on account of illness.
Neither of them is, 1 believe more than slightly unwell, but neither is quite able to march.
The Held and staff arc deservedly popular
among the line officers and men, not more for
their soldierly bearing, and energy, than for
their unceasing endeavors to promote the
have
some

frequently
march carrying

seen

|

quality

de-

taste

well.

Pears

hand,

department ol' fruit, as
specimens, are

in

from

re-

Whit-

fancy

department
carriages,
is represented by a few articles, of good qualiity.
That of painting and drawing, is very well
filled w ith products of ladies of Bridgton, almost exclusively, and speaks well lor the taste

knapsack

of

wide difference between

ing, skeletons of what were evidently once
pleasant, and many of them elegant houses.
The fields are mostly barren, the fences destroyed, the forests cut down, and desolal'on
broods over the whSle land. Here all is different.
13road corn-fields, with their abundant

this

in

0y Geo.

N.

ber of the 5th

to

have been killed in the

Paintings, CrayPhotographs.
Your Committee are happy to recognize,
among the contributions to this exhibition, so

0y An elegant telescope has been received
the Custom House in Rockland, Me., trans-

at

mitted

by no means a sign of degeueracy
that the daughters ami wives of farmers and
other citizens can produce in the original, or
in copy, a fine painting, or pencil sketch, as

curred for the reception of the 7th Maine Regiment to be allowed by tlie Committee on Reception, and tiiat the same be charged to the
contingent fund; tendering the thanks of the
last March.
City to Otis Cutler, Esq., and aids, fo the Portland Commander} Knights Templar, to 11. C.
A gentleman at West Waterville havBarnes, and the officers and members of the
ing occasion to write us, says; “Your paper Eire Department, to Col. Virgin, Col. Fessenden and Col. Tapley, and tlie soldiers of the
ought to be in the hands of all old subscribers
23d, 25th and 27lh Regiments, to Capt. Chase
to the Advertiser, and all loyal citizens should
and tlie High School Cadets, and to tlie Portshun tlie Advertiser, unless they feel able to
land Drum Corps, for their effective services
take it as a matter of curiosity. 1 had that
at the reception of the 7th Regiment; directing tlie City Clerk to give notice In the dally
paper for some years, but as soon as it fell inpapers that at the next meeting, the Mayor
to Smith's hands, I stopped it aud take the
and Aldermen w ill license some person applyPress.”
ing to collect anil carry away house offal, as
»#“Tlie 25th Maine Regiment, CoT. Fessen- provided for by the ordinances of the city; orthe Committee on Drains and Sewers
den, arrived at Baltimore early Saturhay dering
to make an estimate of the cost of
extending
aud
to
leave
for
morning,
expected
Washing- the sewer in Boyd street through Lincoln to
Wilmot street, and also to estimate and report
ton that afternoon. All aloug the route, from
tlie difference in the cost of building said sewer
New York to Baltimore, they were received
through Lincoln street, and the making of
with enthusiasm, aud treated with the greatBoyd street 175 feel in length.
est kindness.
The Philadelphia ladies providThe appointment ol Daniel II. Cloyes, as
Clerk of Engine Co. No. 3, was confirmed.
ed them with bountiful supplies of refreshThe Committee on Public Grounds, Ac., rements.
ported that it is inexpedient to take any action
Oy The Washington correspondent of the atjpreseut in regard lo improving tlie trees on
tin* promenades.
New York Post says:
An order authorizing the City Treasurer,
‘'Oils ol the prisoners brought in yesterday
under tlie direction of tlie Committee on Fifrom Centreville states that the entire South is
nance, to hire a sum not exceeding $40,000, or.
watching for the election news from the North
a term of time not exceeding ten
years, the
as eagerly as any of the
here.
The
politicians
same to be applied to
paytneuts for tlie new
rebel leaders were hopeful of aid from the
scliool-liouse on Cumberland street, was reDemocratic party of the North ill the autumferred to tlie Committee on Finance.
nal elections, and will be greatly encouraged
Ail ordinance amendatory to the "Ordinance
by the result ill Ohio aud Indiana.”
ou Health” was passed to lie
engrossed.
Tlie Committee of Conference on Boyd St.,
Rev. Mr. Rugg of Bath, is delivering a
reported tiiat the Common Council recede
series of historico-religious lectures in the
from their action, and concur with the action
Uuiversalist church in that city, on Sabbath
of the Aldermen.
Leave to withdraw was voted on petition of
evenings. Last Sabbath evening his subject
Win. Torrey tor alleged payment of balance
was “Martin Luther.”
It was a very interest! due liiui for work on the streets.
ing lecture, and was attentively listened to by
An order instructing the Committee on Jua large audience.
1Jis next lecture w ill be upuieiai
Allan's to take into consideration the
on John Calvin and Calvinism. The discourses
propriety of this city issuing fractional currency scrip, of tile denomination of 5, 10, 15,
are not of a sectarian character.
25 and 50 cents, was refused reference to the
Committee on Judicial Affairs, in concurrence.
Tnoops to go Through To-day.—Col.
Petitions
and referred—Of Chas.
Harding received a dispatch last evening that A. Warren presented
for compensation for damages
the 23d Maine regiment, Col. Jerrard, would
caused by the grading of Smith street; of John
leave Bangor this morning in an extra train,
C. York lor same; of George L. Armsbrey to
be
arriving here about 3 o’clock, P. M. They | Fireappointed Engineer of one of the Steam
Engines; of William Lewis for the same;
will immediately change cars here aud take a |
of ?>t. John Smith and others that arrangefor
train
Boston.
special
ments may be made between the city and the
The 24th Regiment will leave Bangor on
proprietors of the 1st Parish, for the use of
their bell by the city.
Thurday, and one regiment will leave Augusta
*
Adjourned to Monday, Oct. 26th, at 7 1-2

It is

ment.

well

by the English Government, through
Department of State at Washington, for
presentation to Capt. Elias Sleeper, of South
Thomaston, for rescuing the master and survivors of the crew of the British bark Alma,
the

us

a

loal of bread, a ball of butter, or a
The lady whose taste and skill can

hedqullt.
produce a good picture, will manage the household with no less efficiency, and can quite as
readily judge what will make home attractive

and lieautiful, as if she had i(1 ways been engrossed in the operations of the kitchen and

dairy.

Let

daughters then be encouraged
in thus cultivating a taste for tilings lieautiful
and things useful, at the same time; lully assured that the two are in perfect harmony, and
should not be wholly separated.
The work in hair and flowers, shells and
cones, does not come within our province, for
examination; but they all alike come within
the department of the beautiful, and are all
products of taste. And while we cannot adour

vise that much time he devoted to these works
of fancy, in ordinary circumstances, there is

good reason why delicate tastes and skillful fingers should not be somewhat employed
thereon. Especially let not our enterprising
farmers begrudge to their daughters the time
and space required to cultivate a plat of flowers and rear a few choice
shrubs, for the adornment of their homes.
We trust the day is past
in which it shall be regarded a waste of
garden ground to cultivate a few shrubs and flowers, because, forsooth, a bushel of potatoes or
a peck ol beans
might otherwise grow thereon.
In awarding the premiums for articles contributed, your committee are at a loss to determine whether the first premium for oil
paintings should be awarded to the landscape
Xo. 240, exhibited by Mrs. B.*C. Stone, and
said to have been painted by Mrs. Gibbs, or to
the heads of mother and child, Xo. 167, painted by Miss M. F. Potter. The styles of the
no

two are

so

different

as

to

admit of

no

direct

comparison. We therefore award to each
them a llrst premium of 82.
The second premium of SI is awarded
the small landscape in set Xo. 1(57, by Mrs.

of
to

F.

Potter.
Tlie premium of 81 for best set, taken as a
whole, is awarded to the lour landscapes in
Xo. 295, by Mrs. X. Osgood.
Tlie premium of 82 for best Crayon Sketch,
is awarded to Mrs. Dr. J. P. Welt, for the
copy
of “Youth,” which we regard as quite above
the

ordinary

execution in

pictures of this

231, by Mrs.

periodical.
articles, strong and
publishers promise in the forthcoming number

Ii contains sevenwell written. The

teen

Uattie E. Fos-

;

ter.

articles from

some

Mr. Albert Gould receives the award of 81
for Photographs, the only exhibition of the

We

to

kind, and entitled to much credit

as

[

the work

of only an amateur artist.
ed

For two specimens in water colors, exhibitby Mrs. C. W. Cobb, of Windham, the Com-

mittee recommend

!

tiring so particularly; but learned that the
feats of strength and skill in this department,
very creditable to the steers

Yours truly,

engaged.

Looker-on.

The Elections.—As yet the election re
are a good deal confused.
Pennsylvania
seems to lie very
closely contested, while in

of the elections

can

in

strued into a verdict
his Proclamation.

no

honest sense be

against

the

con-

President, of

Regiment.—This regiment
Berlin, near Harper's

Ferry, as late as Friday the I7lh. The following deaths have occurred since Oct. 1:—Corporal Rufus E. Farris, Co. G,Hebron, wounded
ed at Cedar Mountain; privates Eldeu B.
Gray, G, Lowell, do; Luke Kiestard, G, Portland, wounded at Antic tarn; Ezra Towle, G,
-, do; Marshall Bailey, II, Bridgton, do;
Corporal Albert E. Barker, D, Frederickton,
do; Privates James R. Shehan, D, Ashland,
typhoid fever; George L. I’inkham, II,-,

A Good Spring Bed has become

5 Hanover street,
to attend.

an

Fogg,

it in that

light.

President, as such, has no official duties
cept to preside over the Senate. It is with

ceeding ill grace
pooned the loyal

COKEY’S ‘‘PREBLE’’ SPUING BED
others, is the fact that the demand for this
Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kiud.
October 1, 18*12.
tf
DU. P. 1*.
to

QUIMBY.

would

Portland, and

can

be found

him.
First Examination at

Each

exex-

that papers which have lamGovernors because they met

subsequent sitting

to talk over the affairs of the nation, and to
v ^Consumption and Catarrh, and all diseases of
agree upon certain suggestions to be made to ! the Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Inhalation,
By C. Morse, M. D.,
i the President, ami have discovered only treaCorner Smith and Congress Sts.
aulS ’02 eod
son in that
meeting, now compare Vice Presi-

j

dent II imliu to

"a useless piece of furniture,”
Argus does, because he “has attempted |
77“ Colonel John Forsyth, of the Mobile to use” “no particular influence over” t he AdRegister, was not killed, as reported, but was j ministration. But then if the Argus didn’t
taken prisoner and parolled.
prowl and liud fault it could say nothing.
as

lteialivet and friends

tlie

*

OAnn.

iuvited

are

DR. G. S.

WENDELL,
the late
of Cummings k Wendell, No.
OF23 FremontArmstreet,Boston,
at
having fitted

son

Henry

rooms

Is

!\o. 135 1.2 Middle Street,
prepared to perform all operations pertaining

to

DKINTTISTKY,
and by strict attention to the deminds of his patients,
! hopes to merit and receive the patrouage of the pub-

:

lie.
Artificial teeth inserted from one to an entire set,
Go/d, Silver, or Vulcanite base.
Badly decayed teeth tilled with Crystal Gold, and
restored to their original shape and usefulness.
Ether administered with /perfect safety, for the extraction of teeth, rendering the patieut entirely unconscious of pain.
Particular attention given to the regulation of children’s teeth.
All operations will be performed in the most thorough and skillful inauner, and warranted to be perfectly satisfactory to the patieut.
Having furnished his ofiice with all the appliances
for the comfort of the patient, and from the experience of an extensive practice, he feels confident in
assuring those who may call upon him, that they
shall have no cause for regret.
Our prices will be reasonable, and in accordance
with the times.
on

IMPORTS.
HILLSBORO NB—Br sch Industry—174

tons coal,
to Kerosene Co.
MAITLAND NS
Br sch W B King—20 corda
w ood, to order.
l’HILADLLl’HIA—Sch Starlight—315 tons coal,
to order.
Brig Wilwaukie—270 tons coal, to H N Jose.
NF.W YORK—Sch Hiawatha—G3JU bush corn, to
A Webb l to.
BOSTON—Sch Rosa—160 hhds molasses, to J B
Brown & Sons.
—

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

REFERENCES.

Mails are forwarded by every steamer in the regular lines. The steamers for or from Liverpool call at
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at

Dr. B. 8. Codman,
l
Dr. A. M
Suurtlkef,

IXJ

TO ARRIVE.

Oct
Oct

8
8

Oct

9

Australasian.

Liverpool _New York. Oct 11
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York. .Oct 15

York.Southampton.New

...

Arabia.Boston.Li\erpool.Nov

8

12

Cwliforuia.

Steamers, carrying Mails tor Aspiuwall,
and California, leave New York ou the 1st,
2!st of each mouth.

Panama,
11th, and

llavnon.

sails from New Y'ork for

Havana

diret. Nov. 5th.

ALMANAC.
..October 21

MIMATI RE

Tuesday.

SI N
Rises.. 6.20 1 Set*.

|31orn’g *53|K\cn’g

MARIN K

Maine State

oc21 tf

Executrix*

Sale.

BY

Freedom Notice.
WHIS certifies that 1 have given Grbnvillr H.
X Oekrinu his time dunughis minority, ami shall
of his earnings, uor pay auy bills of his
after this date
HIRAM W. DEERING.
Portland, Oct. 20tli. 1802.
oc21 dtf

aim

c

uoue

contracting

9.17

J

ces for a genteel residence.
P. F VARNUM,
Enquire of
Lotumercial Street, head of Widgery's Wharf.
oc21 <13* s

October 20,

Alt RIVED.
Wm B King. (Br) l MUipbell. Ma t and NS.
Industry, (Br) Stile*. Hillsboro NB.
Lapwing, McFarland. Bay Chaleur.
Starlight, York. Philadelphia.
Cyrus Chamberlain, llallett. Albany.
E Arcu anus. Haskell. New York.
lliayvathu. 11.graham, New York.
Citizen, Wallace. Boston.
Texas. Orr. Boston
Fr*uny Mitchell, Hamilton, Boston.
Phoenix, Hamilton, Boston.

Sch
Sch
Sch
Sell
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch
Sch Jas Oarcolou. Andei.-on. Haverhill.
Sch Oroiitu*. Decker, l-h^boro.
Sen Eurociydou (Br) 1‘hiuney, Hillsboro NB for
Bo>toii.
Sch Convoy, (Br) Cook. Lenronux NB for Boston.
Sell Dolphin, Rosebrooks, East port lor Philadel-

phia.

Sch Effort. Frith, Mncliin* for Boston.
Steamer T F Secor. Monte, Baltimore.
Steamer Dauiel W *• barer, VVood, Bangor.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston for
Eostport and St John X B

CITY OF PORTLAND.
In Board

or Mayor and Aldermen, I
October 2b, 1802.
f
That the City Clerk give notice in the
dailv papers that at the uext meeting of the
Board. Monday, Oct. 27. license will begrautedto
some person applying for permission to collect and
carry away hou»e offal, according to the ordinance
oi thecitv.
A true copy—Attest: J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.
Portland. Oct. 21. 18*12.
dtd
[Other dailies please copy.]

ORDERED.

X. C. X. Association.
The annual series of

2^

for Lkctuuks
tff^vciatiou
commence next

meetings of this Assoand Dkbatks
ev euing. Oct.

Thursday

o’c oak, iu their Library ilsdl.
The Public ark invited.
at

7$

will

23d,

(fur it ion for Discussion—Has the introduction of
labor-saving Machinery proved beneficial to the la-

boring

CLEARED.

To be Let.
Brackett Street—a desirable House
commuting 11 rooms—gas throughout, good
water, large garden, and all the couveuieuNo. 70

PORT Ol' PORI LAm
ty,

HATHAWAY,
Agent, Washington, D. C.

virtue of a license from the Honorable Judge
of Probate within and for the County of Cumberland, I. Jaue W. Jordan. Executrix of the last
Will ami festaweut of Sam'l J. Jordan,late ot Cumberland in said County, deceased, shall sell at public
auction on Wednesday, the 20th day of November,
A. 1>. 1802, at eleveu o’olock in the forenoon, at my
dwelling h<> use iu said Cumberland, so much of the
Real Estate of the said deceased as will bring the
sum ot four hundred and fifty dollars, for the
payment of debts and charge* of administration.
Cumberland, Oct. 20. 1*0.
17 w3w#

NEWS.

Motnl

addressed to

J. W.

lllo II W A I FR

|
5 09

Association,

No. 275 F Street.
Communications to be

12
25
25
25
29
1
1
1
5
8
8

—

Soldiers’ Relief

TO DEPART.

For

AND

—

York

Persia..
.New A ork.. Liverpool.Oct.
City of New York.New Y'ork Liverpool.Oct.
Hibernian. Quebec.Liverpool
Oet.
tlansa..New York Bremen.
(.let.
Asia.Boston ....Liverpool.Oct.
Bavaria.Now Y'ork. Hamburg.Nov
North American Quebec
.Liverpool.Nov
Kangaroo .New York. Liverpool.Nov
Australasian .New York Liverpool.Nov
Edinburg.New York Liverpool.Nov
New Y'ork .Ncyv York Bremen
.Nov
Queliec.
Norwegian
Liverpool... Nov

Steamship Eagle

ACiEACY

XAL\E

j

Oct 18
Oct 18
Norwegian.Liverpool. ...Quebec
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Oct 13
York
Oct 25
Scotia.Liverpool.New

For

St., Portland, Oct. 16, 1801.

Middle

oc21 lmd

Bavaria.Southampton.New York.
New York
Kangaroo.Liverpool
Nortn American Liverpool.Quebec
New

^
Mass.

j

Londonderry.

Sell Ocean. I’ii*rc«* Fortress \1 mriw- hv master
Sch Mutanzas, liluke, Philadelphia, by M B Nick-

Sch E F Lewis, Wallace. Philadelphia, by P Randall & Son.
Sch Rosa. Sawyer, Boston, by J B Brown k Son*.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Baiberick, Bouton, by W Newhall.

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—In port 17th ulr, ship* David
Crocket. Burgess, and Florence Nightingale, Holmes,

idg

Dentistry.—Dr. JOSIAH UEALD, No. 241 Congress Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church,
Portland. Me.
augTdly
I)R8. LOCKK & KIMBALL, Dentists. No. 117
Middle Street, Portland, Me.
augl5—ly

wheat for

Liverpool,

and others.

SEW ORLEANS—Ar 2d, ship Win Wirt, Clark,

I New York.
Ar 3d, ships

Courier, Chattield. Boston; Vaudaiia,
Fatten, New \ork
Cld 2d. ship Thomas Jefferson, Hatch, New York;
brig A IJorta. Orcutt, Boston.
( Id 3d. brig J H Rhode*. Rogers. Bordeaux.
BALTIMORE—Below 17tli. ships Ocean Pearl,
Kea.er. and ( S Pennell. Me chcr, from Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 17th, schs Carrie Wells,
Brown, and Rockingham. Taplev, Boston* Cartbageua, Keliev. and Cohas.-et,

Toby,

Ns*" Bedford.

Also ar 17th, bark Onwaid,-.Portland; brigs
Ortolan, Loid, Somerset; S Thurston. Lampher, Fall
River; Birchard k Torey, Co.toil. Boston; sch* Win
Arthur, Haskell. Port la d: Fair Dea or. Adain*. and
S E Parker, Fitzgeiald, Bangor; C ii Huger#, Langley, Boston.
t Id 17th, schs J 11 French, Corey, Portlaud; Star,
Ingall*. Roekport.
NEW I ORK—ArlTth, ship Henrietta Tncartin,
Peusaco

overall

office.82 00
at office.50
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Each subsequent visit at resideuce,. 1 00
August 10, 1802.—tf

see

aged 47

ii-.

..

No invalid should be without one.
As au evidence of the superiortv of

The Vice

do not

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

of Beni.

ol Stephen and Jane Fogg, aged 20 years
and 5 months.
In Bath Oct 18th, Byron M
only son of Dr. A. J.
and Harriet M Fuller, aged 15 years* 10 mouths.
In Bath Oct 18th, Clara K., daughter of Ahan A.
and Clara Alien, aged 18 ears 11 month*.
lu Bethel Oct 13th, Brackett Winslow, eldest son
of Dr. > T. True, aged 21 year*.
S. Holden will
ryihe funeral of the la:**
take place this afternoon, at 3 o'clock, from the residence of Charles Holden. Esq.. No. 15 Wiiraot street.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.

almost indis-

give notice that he ha
at his Room,
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will atteud to all wishing to consul

we

SPOKEN.
3110. Ion 36 20. bark Ocean Bride. Colt,

from B jstou for Melbourne.
Oct 16, lat 40 34. Ion 60 27. bark Sea Mew, from the
Coa>t of Af. ica tor Salem.
Oct 16, lat 41 20, Ion fib 28. brig L T Knight, of
Searsport, from Boston for Tortugas.

In Raymond Sept SOth, of typhoid fever, Silas A.

question.

returned

lat

fir Funeral at 2 o’clock this afternoon, from No.

pensable article, not only of comfort and necessity,
with every family, while the uuited testimony of
Physicians has placed their healthful ness beyond

It maybe very manly in the Argus and
other democratic papers, to fling at Mr. Hamlin because he has not been more officious in
giving the cabinet the benefit of his opinions,
but

sional

delegation. When the four States are
figured up, as we cun do only when more detinite returns are received, it will be found, we
think that the democratic gains are not so
large as has been claimed, and that tlie result

tablished upon a tlrm basis. It is published in
Boston by Messrs. Tickuer & Fields. Hall L
Davis has it for sale.

do.

turns

P&t^t^^^^^jrhter

In this city Oct 19th
nary A i.iuluiul,
In
l-'tli. >h

ami

Caution.

of our most eminent writers.
learn that the periodical is es-

The Tenth

gratuity of 81.
All which is respectfully submitted by
EDWARD 1*. WESTOX, i
GEORGE WARREX,
> Committee.
ZEXAb TUOMPbOX,
)

were

glad

Sept 20,

—

NOTICES,

THE undersigned would most respect fully inform
i the public that he is in uu way associated or connected with ANY OTHER hELLEY UR OKKlCt in Boston. Portland, or elsewhere, and that Di«. H. L.
DA VIS is the only person authorized by him to
prescribe his Medicine* in the above places. Therefore persons should be on their guard against Medicines pm porting to be his, or like his, as his genuine
Medicines
aie only to be had a* above.
I
J (LAWSON KELLEY,
Originator and Founder of the Analytical
System and Practice of Medicine,
oct loth, 1802.
eod2w#

had not moved from

a

The outside matters, such as plowing, drawing and trotting, I had not the pleasure of no-

are

Ar at Mntauzax 5th inst, brig R R Hassel.
Hassell,
and Wenonah, Harriman. Portland.
Ar 6th, sell Mohawk, Staples, Baltimore; Harriet,
Titcomb. New York; Laurel,-. Frankfort; 7th,
brig C W Riug. Huntley. New York.
Sailed 27th ult. brigs C 11 Kennedy, Buckner, tor
Portland; 7th inst, Anita Owen. Wallace, for New
York.
Ar at Cardenas 6th inst, bark Albion Lincoln, Bibber, New York: brigs Lucretia, Brown, and Abby
Watson. Watson, Philadelphia; Julia E Arey, Pendleton. Baltimore.
Sld 25th ult. brig Avondale. Dix, New York.
Sailed from Sagua 30th ult, brig Resolution,
Gray,
and Capella, Ace, New York.

c.asses

oc20 td

of the world?
F. M. CARSLEY,

Secretary.

erson.

SPECIAL

kind.

delphia.

Portland.
At Mars Hill Oct 5th, Samuel Pierce to Miss Elizabeth C Bell, both of Letter B, R. 1.
In Hodgdon Oct 4th, G. A. Grow of II., to Miss
Rest B. Greeu of Houlton.
In Lincoln Oct
th. W. II. Hadley of Molunkus,
to Mrs. Isabella H. Thompson of Houlton.

o’clock.

number of this

884

city (JBt 13th. at the International House,
Henry D. Moore, Horace L. Piper to Miss
Triphena S. Gove, both of Biddeford.
lu this city Oct 19th. by Rev. H. B. Abbot. Stilson
S. Mathews to Miss Tucodosia S. Manuel, both of
this city.
In Cape Elizabeth Oct 19th, by Rev. B. Freeman.
Joseph K. Griffin to Miss Amanda W. Bolton, both

The Atlantic Monthly.—We have re.

For secoud best Crayon tlie premium of 81
is awarded to Xo.

Saturday.

on

llll

Liverpool,

_MARRIED.

tutat,

many evidences of a taste for the fine arts, and
such proofs of executive skill in this depart-

49 F.intern Railroad
16 Fitchburg Railroad.

for
ldg.
Sailed from Havana 18th ult, barks Ocean Ranger,
Averiil. New York; Chilton, Pennell, do;
brig Man•auilla, Slater, Bostou: Ellen Reed, Jarman, Phila-

In this
by Rev.

City Proceedings.
In Board of Mayor and Al- I
DKHMF.N, Oct. 30, 1H»J2.
(
Mr. IV. II. Plummer, Alderman elect from
Ward 7, was qualified and took his scat.
Orders Panned—To pay John Russell $50
in lull for damages occasioned by grading of
Casco street; to pay John R. Morse $25 in
full for damages occasioned by the grading of
Stone street; providing for the revising of the
jury list; directing all Gills for expenses in-

regiment acted so noble a part, has just written to his father, the
editor of the Wat 'rviile Mail, that he is well,
and safe with his regiment.

8i*j
.119*

6.000 U. S. Certificates of Indebtedness. 99|
5.000 U. S. Treasury Sixes, 2 years.12"|

A report in detail will be forwarded at tlie
llrst opportunity.
Our loss was eight killed
and nine wounded and missing.

late battle in which that

and

ilium

ll Boston and Maine Railroad

17 Portland, Saco and Portsmouth |{ It
1104
10 Western Railroad.1384

efficiency.

Maximal, of Waterville, a memMaine, who has been reported

in several letters

reach, I for-

ihvii

K-I

Simes and Brian.

in part;

New York, Oct. 20.
Negley’s official report, dated 0th inst.,
that Maj. Gen. S. R. Anderson, Brig.

At the moment the enemy were directing their
movements against the right flank of General
Palmer’s force, Col. Miller’s infantry arrived,
advancing in splendid line of battle, and delivering a well directed tire into the enemy’s
ranks, which was followed by a skilful deployment right and left to cut oif their retreat.—
They held their ground Ibr thirty minutes,
then fled in the wildest disorder, leaving 175
prisoners in our hands, among whom were
two Lieutenant Colonels anil a number of line
officers, three pieces of artillery ordnance and
A large amount of
quartermasters stores.
provisions and two railroad ears also fell into
our bands.
The latter were destroyed. Their
defeat was complete. Their loss in killed and
wounded Is about eighty. The conduct of our
officers and men was highly meritorious, with
numerous instances of individual
bravery and

men who piloted the
adelphia
rebels safely through to Pennsylvania during the recent raid, were Pennsylvania
and
notorious
Breckinridge democrats
rascals. Their names are Kogan, Wilsyn,

the Committee on

work,

by insur-

Press says, the

the f ill reports to be furnished hereafter to the
Secretary. The report of the Committee on

on

covered

'IP* A letter from Harrisburg to the Phil-

of the citizens in this respect. The reports by
various committees were made on the after-

only

$150,000, partly

animal.

of furniture and

of them

Lampson,

are now the recipients.
Yesterday the incoming train on the
Ken. & Port, railroad, when a few miles this
side of Freeport, came in contact w ith a loose
horse upon the track, and amputated one of
his hind legs more speedily than scientifically.
We did not learn the value or ownership of the

and useful articles.

Thursday, most

works of

ronage of which we

ware-house.

of

large cutlery

respect, our most sanguine
expectations, and yet its course is onward.
We shall labor hard to merit the liberal pat-

ney, sent tiie largest amount,—a fine assortment of agricultural merchandize from their

the rifle

or

exceeded,

in.

The

of the 25th Maine

Adjutant

The Daily Press has been published

parts of the country. Town lairsl learn,
diminishing the interest in the county exhibitious, and of course, the amount brought

The ladies have the usual amount of

Hallowell,

four months, and its circulation is tar
ahead of any other daily in the city. It has

mote

noon

make.

to

Nashville.—Gen. Neeley’s
Official Report.

near

Gen. Forrest and Gen. Harris have been
rapidly concentrating a large rebel force at Lavergue,eight miles east, with the avowed intention of assaulting Nashville.
Deeming it a favorable opportunity to check
this project by a sudden blow, a concentrated
movement was made on the night of the 0th
inst.
A force of 400 infantry and 400 cavalry
and four pieces of artillery, under command of
Gen. Aimer was sent via! Murfreesboro’ road.
At the same time 1,800 infantry, under Colonel
Miller, marched by a circuitous route to the
south of Lavergue.
The enemy’s pick-ts
were in considerable Ibrce in the roads, and
with
our
skirmishing
advance, thus enabling
their main force, consisting ot one regimenLof
infantry, 32d Alabama, one steel rilled cannon
and 3,000 cavalry, to assume a position. Forming their lines in anticipation of our entire
force advancing on the Murfreesboro’
road,
which was part of our object, the enemy commenced the action by opening a tire witli three
pieces of artillery at a distance of 300 yards.—
Tills was soon silenced by a shell trom one of

the correction which Mr. S.

just

are

From Portland, Messrs. Kendall &

states

ance.

I

others,

sent

The

estimated at

It ri.l.rl

find that but few

Gen.

Gooduow & Co., at Shelburne Falls, Mass.,
were destroyed by tire Friday night.
Three
hundred bands weie employed, and the loss is

might give the names of exhibitors,—but
will only say that the three premiums were
awarded to ,1. P. Perley of Bridgton, S. F. PerIii the

publish

prompt

~

I

„„,l \I,

The Battle

Regiment.

selected, will come to
perfection in this county, doing well botli ou the
quince stock and the pear stock with proper
attention.

I..,-

reported, has

that he is able to

Ex-Governor Hubbard of

right
very high

ties are

now
so

has two sons in the army, one iu the staff' of
Gen. Wentzel, in Gen. Butler’s department,

varie-

if the

is

an

and the other is

the other

on

was so

of the fruit

culture will not pay

peach

ty sate to say that
for tlie trouble.

to

lected to

I cannot affirm that they did not
But in our climate it may he pret-

Committee,
!

one

Hooker, it

1 from his wound

ily gobbled down Mr. Saltoustail's letter in relation to the Governors at Altoona, hav: neg-

pears and grapes, and a very few peaches,rather pale to he sure, as if they found the climate

>Jot being

a

CF^Several Democratic papers that greed-

The fruit, as might be expected this year, is
very full of Hue apples, with a good show of

cool for them.

says that

to

loose screw ?

partment.

too

—

It is expected he will be asimportant command.
Our daily subscribers at Winnegance
complain of the irregularity and non-receipt
ot their papers. We know they are regularly
put in the office at this city. Where is the

the

swept the State, securing the entire congres-

I

the apl«-arance of the country here and in Virginia.
There all is desolation. Most of the houses we
saw were in ruins,—entirely stripped of covera

over

Ohio and Indiana the democrats have carried
the States. In Iowa the republicans have

men.

sick and tried soldier.

There is

man once

looking

the field and staff officers

health, comfort, and happiness of the

were

exhibition,

on

Evacuation of Leesburg.
Speeoh of Hon.
James Brooks at the South.—Destitution of the Confederate Army.
New York, Oct. 20.
The Times’ special Washington dispatch
on
a
force
under
Lieut. Col. Kaye,
says,
Friday
of the 1st New Jersey cavalry, left the main
body at. Aldie to make a recoilnoisance to
Leesbuig. They returned to Centreville this
morning, having seen no enemy in force, Leesburgli having just liecn evacuated.
The Charleston Mercury of the 6th inst. republishes with sincere commendation, and under its editorial head, the speeches of Hon.
James Brooks, of New York, and Mr. Sclinuble, of Pennsylvania, made at tile late ratification meeting. It also announces with pleasure
that at tile next regular meeting Richard O.
Gorman will speak.
There are tearful pictures drawn in the army
correspondence of the Savannah Republican,
of tile litter destitution of the Confederate
forces. Alt good rebels are urged to send forward to Lee's shivering ruuks clothing, shoes,
hats and blankets.

in

says the potato
among late har-

truly

very

Lord!*“TJ'w« .^

on

take the Held.

signed

There are not so many
as in some former years,

hut all seem to he very excellent in

have “shelter

pieces.

forcibly
anecdote of Gen. Wyman B.
own State, to whom a
gentle-

to

to

ginia, a pontoon bridge having been constructed by the 50th New York regiment. We are
brigaded with the 37th, 1st, and 55th New
York, the 5th Michigan regiments, and a battery of Light Artillery, with six 13 pound Held

on a

listening

are

lielieved that we are to cross over into Vir-

this time.
In

We

tents,” a
small affair, in four pieces, buttoning together,
capable of sheltering four men, and making
but a small addition to their luggage. It is

lecture by Geo. Francis Train on matters and
things in general, and Charles Sumner and
“niggerism” in particular. On the stage were
several gentlemen venerable for their conservatism, while the gallery was tilled with ladies.
Train was disconnected from all ordinary motive powers, and seemed to be going it with a
“perfect looseness.'' We listened to him fora
While, and heard nothing but nigger—in his
own classic phrase, it was nigger at the beginning, nigger in the middle, and we suppose
nigger at the end. In other words, it was little else than a personal tirade against Charles
Sumner and the abolitionists. We find by a
printed sheet before us, that it was only a rehash of bis own speech in Music Hall, Oct.
6th, in which, to quote from one of his own
printed notices attached, he “dissected and
cut up Charles Sumner, inch by inch, as he
had previously done Bull liun Bussell, Thomas Colley Grattan, W. S. Lindsey, and other
English secessionistsand as we propose to
give some extracts from that speech to-inor.
row, we shall not speak futther of his efforts
at

hall is very favorable.

Report of

letters with

our

Gen.
recovere

too

articles

exchange

PAPERS.

--

go-

addition to his clerical duties.

Sabbath home associations

ate,” and says, it is a falsehood started by the
Abolition Portland Daily Press." Perhaps

an

Fair at Uridgton.

Pbbss:—My “notes’’ will fail to
give a very adequate notion of the exhibition
ol Agricultural and other products at this fair;
nor perhaps will your readers care to have
Editors

many detads.
The general impression on

EVEAIAG

any place of amusement than go home whining because he can't

p actings <&c., coining within my
ward it herewith.

We received

An

rJuiUml
K.'.t™

-TO THE-

vested potatoes.

Christian had better go

for each company. The Chaplain, as iu
most other regimeuts, acts as postmaster, in

one

County:
Westbkook, Oct. 17, 1862.
To the Editors of the Press:
The Advertiser of to-day denies that F. O.

ture

was cloudy.
In the
cheering cry “the mail has
passed through the regiment, and we

dim dawn the

mocrat of Knox

he does not now intend to be a

we

camp. We lay down on our rubber blankets
in the open air, and slept soundly.

of the senatorship,
our informant w»as a leading Breckinridge de-

a

should then return to

and when we bivouacked by the roadside at
night, were lull twenty miles from our last

In relation to the story
we stated at the time, that

be

we

ordered to be

were

feel no interest.

to

a

night last, however,
ready to move at 3 A. M.
Saturday, and we were ready, hut did not
march till nearly (5 A. M. The day was extremely favorable for inarching.
Heavy
showers during the night Imd “laid the dust,”
without making the mud deep; and throughout the day the sky was overcast, with occasional rain. We marched up the Potomac,
crossing it at Chain Bridge, so called, though
1 could discover no lltness in the spoliation.
The scenery on the Potomac, both above and
below this bridge, is g aud and hold. The
western bank, lor miles, is a rocky bluff, often
a sheer precipice, with
occasional gulches,
where the creeks find their way through into
the river. All day long we marched rapidly,
most of the men having left their knapsacks,

Douglas

nnt whether

J. Smith proposes

and

We expected to he ordered to inarch farther into Virginia, to intercept the rebels ou their return towards Richmond, and supposed that the campaign would

vr The Advertiser having charged the
Press with stating a falsehood in relation to
the candidacy of Mr. Smith for the Senate,
against Hon. I«ot M. Morrill, we give the following as a complete refutation of the charge.
Oar correspondent is one of the most respectable gentlemen In Westbrook. We omit a
paragraph of his letter, because it relates to a
private matter in which our readers generally
can

without

tables,

2y*Tbe Belfast Journal
prevails iu that vicinity

rot

til worn out.

oilier conveniences.

said:
Gen. Jackson violated the constitution or not. lie eared not
whether Gen. Jackson suspended all civil authority or not. If his acts wee necessary to
the defense of the country, that necessity was
above all law. Gen. Jackson hazarded everything; he hazarded both life and reputation on
that step, which might render him immortal if
he saved the country, or, on the contrary, make
him ignominious and a by-word and a reproach;
and the man that dared to do that deserved the
protection ami plaudits of his country, lie
did not envy the let-lings of that man who could
get up and talk calmly and coolly, under such
circumstances, about rules of court and technicalities of proceeding, when the city might
be iu flames, aud the utm >st barbarity might
be committed. What were rules of court but
mere cobwebs when they found an enemy
with bis cannon at the doors of their courts,
and they saw the flames encircling the cupola?
Talk then about the rules of court, and the formalities of proceedings I The man that would
do this, would Addle while the capital was
burning. [Sensation.) He could not envy any
man tne posession of such stoical philosophy.
Talk about illegality 1 Talk about formalities!
Why, there was hut one formality to he observed. and that was tiie formality of directing
the cannon aud destroying the enemy, regardleas of the means, w hether it be by the seizure
oi cotton bags or the seizure of persons, if the
necessity of the ease required it. The God of
nature has conferred this right on men and
nations; and therefore let him not be told that
it was unconstitutional to use the necessary
means.
The constitution was adopted for the
protection of the country, and under the constitution the nation had the right to exercise
all the powers that were necessary tor the protection of the country. If martial law was necessary to the salvation of the country, martini law was legal liar that purpose. If it was
necessary for a judge, for the preservation of
order, to punish for a contempt, he thought
It was necessary for a general to exercise control over his cannon, to imprison traitors, and
to arrest spies, and to intercept communications with the enemy. 1/this was necessary
this was legal.
II,

had tilted our tents with

baggage,

exigencies of the occasion. It was on the bill
to refund the fine with interest, to Geu. Jacksou, that Mr.

again

it would be

I will try to inform you of our

as

Physician asd Surgeon.—H. A. LAMB, M. D„ 1 delphia; Ida L
Howard. Jodm,
fordo:
S Gardiner. I eel. l>i*hton for New Kockport
Office, corner of Congress and Chestnut Streets,
York
abo.e and acha f ommereo.
Portland, Me.
Mailer,
pl~uu
d
Bajkeli, ElizabethPaiticular attention paid to
no« rar
f„r Boat on; r'x
i,on£r'
port
Surgery, including
Catharine
Beal,. Flower, \ York
for Belfast;
disease* of the eve and ear.
Belle. Alexander Fiisaheth
Hampden
aug7—dffm
port for Boston; tudor.
Jos P Ames, Chickman. Bangor for Fall
Head Quarters ( amt Abraham Lincoln, l
River- Hen
rietta. Jones. Portland for
Portland. Oct. 6th, 1862.
Philadelphia- PhebaEH*
J
zabeth, Smith. New York for Boat""’ Mar,l.nd
All absent members of the different
in
Regiments
Knight, Portland for Fortroas Monroe and otter,'
this encampment, are hereby ordered to
iep«»rt themwind bound.
selves to their respective commanders forthwith.
BOSTON—Ar 18th. ship Martha. Hich, Lireroool
Towns thut are still deficient in filling up their
"I*001,
»eh
1* S Willi,ton. Moody, Bangor.
quota must make up their deficiency at once.
Ar 19th, brig Grander. Shaw. Turk, Island
Per order Commandanr.
wh,
.Julia
K
Pratt
Pratt.
Philadelphia; Chief. Crowel*
E. S. Morris, Post Adjt.
New \ork; sea Bird, Cmrk, Cherrvtield;
Elizabeth
Favor, Portland.
Diseases of the Triuiuy Organs.
Ar 20th. brigs Lucv Hey wood. Towers, from Tnrka
Island; Waltliain, Atlen. do; Robin. Cothrel! PhilaJ- C. MOTT, M. I>., Operating and < onsulting
delphia; sclis S B Wheeler, Megathiin, PlUladalnhiaSurgeon aiid Phys.ciaii. attends exclusively to DisP
Charles Henry. Baker. New York.
eases of the L’rinarv and Genital Organs, and Female
Cld 18th. bark Good Hope, Gordon, Port
C omplaints of all kinds, and the more obscure disElizabeth. CGI1; Edmund Dw ight, Lincoln. Pararaaibo*
ease* oft be Pelvic Vicera, a* Piles,
Kuptuies, Hydrobrigs Villago Belle, Reed, for Hamburgh; Augusta'
cele, Varicocele, Fistula. Fairly Decline of Manhood,
4c. Dr. M. keeps himr-clf posted in all the improveWright. Port au Prince; whs Medora. Chase, Baltil
more; frred'k Eugeuie.Crockett. New York; Oregon.
ments in the euie of Disease, made in this country
Lubec; Kosciu-ko. Fuller, Thomaston.
O'Brien,
or Europe, and spares no expense that his
patients
Also cld 18th. bark Arctic. Hammond. Honolulu;
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
James
the world affords.
l>avis. Staples. Philadelphia; Joseph
brigs
Advice free.
XJ^Ofhee 86
Stevens. Hopkins. Vera C ruz; schs Peace. Kent,
Court street, BOSTON. Hours lioin lo A. M. to 2
Cutler; Union, Boss, Hancock: Maria Whituey,
P. M
and 6 to 8 P. M.
Gtmdell. Ca«tino; Wankinco. for Gardiner.
Mrs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
ELLS WORT II—Ar 13th. schs Forester, Jordan,
ma adies of her sex, can be consulted
by ladies.
Boston ; 14th, Delaw are, from do.
Patients furnished with board aud ex pet ienced
Cld
nurses.
11th, schs Baltic, Hodgkins, New York; Comoct3eod6in
modore, Grant, and Syrian, Staples. Portland;
Panama, Tate, do; 14th.“lenry Clay, and Delaware]
for Boston; 15th, Forest, Wood, and Forrester, JorBUffKKRS* IKMKI).
dan, do.
Sale or Stocks. -Boston, Oct. a), 1832.
l-OW United States Coupon Sixes (1881)..
1044
FOREIGN IMPORTS
».600.do ..104
Ar at Gibraltar 27th ult, shin John Merrick, Sears,
2.80*1 United States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes. UjfU
and sld same day for Bordeaux )
2,800 .do
lu3 Trieste,
At Demerara 8th ult, bark May Itfueeu, Kir wan, for
18,465 United States Demand Notes.12iiJ
Baltimore next day.
1.000 .do.
]25]
Sailed fYom St Jago 25th ult, brig Scotland, Mc4.5*10.do
12u
Clellan. New York.
10,000.do.1241
At Buenos Ayres Aug 27th. bark La Plata.Crowell,
8J0 American Gold.
129*
for New York Sept 10th; Ocean Favorite, Jibbetta,
10.8*).do.1304
uncertain.
15.0i)0.do.
1294
Montevideo Aug 30th, ship Regulus, Thompson,
22,784.do.
129* to At
load for England.
17.500 .do.1294
At Mansanifia lHth ult, ship John
Ilenry, Carver,
1.000 Ogdensburg First Mortgage Bond*.

BY TELEGRAPH

Bangor.
E3P”The Skowhegan Clarion says that Col.
A. W. Wildes, of the Maine 16th, is at home
in that place, confined to his bed by sickness.

regularly as possible.
Yours &c.,
T.
The Press is now a considerably regualways welcome visitor. It is lent un-

lar and

ble quarters iu the fort to the neighborhood of
Cplon Hill, and upon the ground of the shir-

Congress

jy Dr. Gleason, the popular lecturer
anatomy and physiology, is now lecturing

movements

came

inish of la-t year at or near Balls’ Cross Roads.
Here we had encamped; and having been told

peace ami pledty. The people here, it is true,
have ’RnfiVrcd somewhat from the depredations

tiiiui for drills.

vious to the date of this letter, as I had begun
to tell you, we had moved from onr comforta-

time before his death,
in person, saying that

The Grenada Appeal of the 13th ascribes the rebel defeat at Corinth to the drurikenness of Van Dorn.

and causing no want, though they do undoubtsome vexation.
But it is nearly

to move, and packing up my desk I
was at once in the hurry of preparation. Pre-

and that Mr.

it,

j

SELECTED.

AND

ed with their juicy harvest, and pleasant looking white bouses,scattered here and there show

edly produce

Democrats, who have fatten into the custom of
demanding the President's head because he
has found it necessary, in the present conflict
with rebellion, to suspend the privileges of the
habeas corpus iu some instances, and to asdrilled as Heavy Artillery, they would never
suuie respousibilitiss not usual or even safe In
get their Held pieces and sabres. Much of the
times of profound peace. It may be well lot
democrats to learn that Thomas Jelfersou, the I same spirit was manifest by both officers and
Apostle of democracy, justified the suspension men of the 7th Battalion.
o! the habeas corpus in certain cases; that
Camp .near Edwards’ Ferrv, Md., Oct.
Gen. Jackson—once considered a pretty fail14, 18ti2.—1 lmd written so far when the ordemocrat—was tilted for refusal to

ORIGINAL

of soldiers Upon their pigs and poultry, but
their lossses in this way have been very light,

alter the order came for os to march when relieved, and were tlnally relieved by the Oth and
7th Battalions of If, Y. Light Artillery. We
were ordered to march on the morning of
Tuesday, 8th inst, at 4 o'clock, but a |KU1 of
the t>th Battalion at Fort Carroll refusing to
do duty as Heavy Artillery, the order was
countermanded late on Monday night. Col.
Roberts in the meantime ordered out companies K. and C, and succeeded in quelling the
mutiny, and bringing the New Yorkers to duty again. They were enlisted to serve as
Light Artillery, and were fearful that if
they received muskets now for guard duty, or

city,

(Stephen A. Dougins on the Forms of
The following extract from a speech of Mr.
Douglas In 1844, In defence ofGen. Jackson's
Item
course at New Orleans, for which tlte old
had been fined $1000, by a traitorous Judge,
Stud upon a proposition to refund tlwt fine with
interest, we commend to that class of Douglas

\

promised you iff

I

Editors Press

___....-—

the

>

near

Tuesday Ntrnlnii Oct. 21, 1P*2.

riSgAlaf

m————

crops “shocked'’upon them,—huge stacks of
hay, mountain pSes Of straw where the grain
has been threshed in the field,—orchards load-

)

Poplar Grove FaRM*
Ball’s Cross RrtaA, V*.,
Oct. 8,1888.

--

has the

ri

fMMK

letter from the Maine 17th.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

the Portland Daily Press

of tlie

j

u;

hark Grand lurk. Blanchard. Bordeaux:

brigs li F Coll hirst. Emery, Kiugstou J; (C Billings, Wasson, Burbadoes; schs Henry A Russell,
Nickersou; Trinidad; Haulier, Tucker. Litigant B;
Win Hunter, Baker. New Orleans; Phi anthropist,
Homer. Bangor; St Lucar, Barnes, ami H K Dunton, Sherman, Rink ami; Florence, Nicrkersou, Boston; ilaunibul, Wentworth, Providence.
Ar 18th, hark Omega, Morse, Lieut a: sch# A Hooper, Harding. Lubee; Wave. Wormwell. Cutier;
J C Homer. Arev, Bangor; Bangor, Jordan, Ellsworth; Olive Branch. Young, no; Hard grabble,
Gregory. Rockland; E iza Ellen, Curtis, Portlaud;
J P Wallace. Stap e*. I'auuton.
Ar 19th, ship Aug.o Saxou, Pennell, Portland.
Cid 18th. ship Chas A Far well. Armstrong, Liverpool: brigs Thomas Owens, Pettiugill, Arroyo; IsaIk*I Beammad, Tamm-. Itaugor; schs Trkleut. Snow,
Cardenas: France* Ellen, ( lark, Salem; 1 L Snow,
Achorn. Ellsworth.
Ar 18th, brig Resolute. Gray, (.agtta: schs K'ectric
Light, smith. Port uu Prince; 11 Biewster, Hawkins,
New Orleans.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 17th, sch Carol lie Knight,
Wilson. Lubee.
NEW LONDON—Ar 17th, schs Cyrus Chamberlain. sturges, from Albany tor Portland; Gleudower,
Wood. New York tor Bangor; Hurd, Snow, do for

ttowdoinhain.
PROVIDENCE— Ar 17th, tch Aruo, (of Portland)
Croeki u. 81 John N EL
Ar 18th, soli Francisco, Kilbv, Portland.
NEWPORT—Ar 17th. schs Leader. Barker, Gardiner for New York; Belle, Bulger, Eastport for Phila-

Mutual Life Insurance.
New York Life Insurance Comp'y,
Established in 1945— Net Capita) over

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.
Company
paid
organization to
THIS
Widows. Orphans and Creditors ol the Assured,
of
has

since its

upwards
Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollar*.

It is one of the Oldest, Safest and most Successful
Life Companies in the United States, and affords to
wishing to participate in Die benefit* of Life
persons
Insurance, advantages not excellent, and in some inspects rtyt equalled by auy other in this country.

Strict Ecottomy—Care in its Risks, and Sqfe Investments, characterize its management.
It is a purely mutual company, all its profits being
divided among its members annually.
Iii addition to all the various forms of Wbolm
Like, Short Term, Endowment and Annuity
policies which it issues, we invite special at tent urn to
a netc feature in Lite Insurance introduced by this
Compauy some two years since, via: the issuing of

Life Policies

not

subject

to Forfeiture,

and upon which the premiums cease at the end of ten
years, whereby under any and all circumstances the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design of
the assuted be attained, either in whole or in part, in
exact proportion to the amount of
paid.
No better evidence is needed of the prosperity and
success of this Company than the fact shown by the
recently published official reports, via: that

premium

A L ARC EM XCMBER OF LIFE
DCRIXO THE YEAR 1861, 77/.4.V
AXY OTHER COM PAX Y IX THE
UNITED STATES.

IT ISSCED

POLICIES

Further information will be cheerfully furnished
application by mail or otherwise to

ou

WARREN
Oexeral Agent

SPARROW,

fob the

State

of

Mainh.

Office >'0.71 Middle •!.,opposite Postoflue.
ocl? (IAw
l'ortlaud. Oct. 17,1SC2.

Wanted.
YOUNG MAN. a College graduate, desires employment as a TEACHER, or otherwise. Can
give the best of references. Address Box 2109. Tost
ocl7 dAw3w
office, l'ortlaud.

V

MATTERS ABOUT

OCT.

TOWN.

Supreme Judicial Court.
TERM—WALTON, J., PRESIDING.

Monday—Judge Walton took his scat upon
the bench this morning,accompanied by Judge
Davis. After calling tiie docket of continued
actions, the juries were empanelled as follows:
1st Jury—George Johnson, Foreman, Westbrook; Theodore M. Bradbury, Slandish; A.
K. I*. Clark, Gorham; Win. J. Collins, Freeport; Wilson Dow, Standish; John E. Fowler, Portland; Seward Frye, Falmouth; Wm.
Jordan,Cape Elizabeth; Isaac H. Keith, New

Gloucester;

Kincaid, Cape Elizabeth;
Scarboro'; Thomas S. Libbey;

Gray.
2d Jury—Win. Maxfleld, Windham.

Fore-

McKenney,Sebago;

Oliver Murch,
Raymond; Thom-

Baldwin; George S. North,
as Pennell,
Portland; A. E. Shurtleff, do;
Clement SkolHeld, liarpswell; B. B. Sweetser,
Cumberland; Lyman W. Walton, Variuouth;
Peter C. Wardwell, Otistield; Russell H. Wilson, Pownal; Samuel Webb, Brunswick.
On motion of Edward Fox, Esq., Irving W.
Parker of Gorham was admitted to practice
as Counsellor and Attorney in the Courts in
this State.

Mary S. Mayall
dan, Executor, is assigned
morning.
No. 143,

IchabodG. Jor-

vs.

for trial

Tuesday

U. S. District Court—-Oct. 20.
JUDGE WARE PRESIDING

Monday—Millett Blaisdeil

was brought up
writ of habeas corpus, issued on the petition of his father, Thomas BlaisdeJJ, of Lebanon, who prayed for the discharge of his son
on a

from his enlistment in the 27th

Regiment, on
the grouud that he was a minor, under eighteen years of age. These facts being proved,
the Court ordered the discharge of the young
man.
Wm. Emery, Esq., for petitioner.
Statement of Alderman Larrabee.

In reply to the card of Mr. Iladley which
we copied yesterday morning from the Courier,
S. W. Larrabee, Esq., acting Mayor, has communicated to that paper the following, which
copy as au act of justice to him:

we

Get. 20, ftW!2.
Mr. Editor:—Noticing au article iu your
paiier of Saturday evening, stating that the
use of the new City Hall for a
meeting for tile
benefit of the Sanitary Commission, was refused by tbe “temporary authorities having
charge of tile Hall, on tlie ground of desecration of tlie Sabbath,” I wish to state the liicts
in tlie ease.
On Saturday forenoon, a gentleman called
upon me, introducing himself as Mr. HailJey,
and said lie had come to see almut having the
City Hall, on Sabbatli evening. I told him
that when l saw the meeting advertised in the
morning paper I supposed that a previous arrangement must have been made lor the Hall,
and remarked that I regretted that the meeting
was to occur on the Sabbath.
Mr. H. replied that he did not consider the.
Sabbath too holy time to be employed for so
benevolent an object.
1 made not tlie slightest objection to tlie use
of the Hall for the purpose, but stated that as
tlie religious societies hold meetings on Sabbath evening, many would not lie present at
the meeting lor the lienefit of tlie Sanitary
Commission who would otherwise he glad to
attend it.
When I referred Mr. Hadley to the Mayor,
who was expected to arrive in tin: noon train
from Boston, he said it was a mutter of indiflerence to him whether tlie meeting proved a
failure or not. In the afternoon, finding that
tlie Mayor did not return, I called a meeting
of die Committee on Public Buildings, who
on learning from tne that Mr. II. considered
the meeting of so little consequence, thought
it unuecessary to take-any action in the matter.
I, however, instructed tlie City Messenger to
open and light tlie Hull in case it should be
wanted.
Now why the gentleman should say that the
use of the Hall was refused on the ground of
desecration of the Sabbatli, and why he felt so
“reluctantly compelled to defer the meeting,”
when lie seemed so indifferent about it on Saturday, is more than I can understand.
S. W. Larharek.

Portland,

Postage Currency.
We learn that tlie Collector of Customs lias
received ten thousand dollars in the fractional

Postage Currency. A portion
of

our

Banks who

will be left at each

will deliver it in small

their customers at par; a portion will
be delivered to the public iu sums of five dolsums to

each, for United

States demand notes, issued under the act of February 25th, 1802,

lars

which have tlie shield of tlie

stamped

Treasury Depart-

them iu red ink, and which
can be had at par at any of the banks

ment

on

This delivery will take place at tlie Custom
House at four o'clock P. M., Tuesday, to-day.
Persons will enter at the front and leave at the
rear

door.

It is expected that

a

Airther

supply will

soon

be received here; and if parties who receive
this currency, will only circulate it freely and

keep it in their possession, it will soon take
the place of silver change, and reduce its
price, which is now increased by speculators
and by boarding.
not

Shoplifting

in

Dry Goods Stores.—

Yesterday afternoon a female went into liabb's
dry goods store, and not being waited upon
immediately, prowled round the store. Her
actions aroused the suspicions of Ihe clerks,
and one of them discovered a piece of goods
under her cloak. As she was about leaving
the store he confronted her and obliged her to
give up the piece, which she said she had purchased elsewhere.
leave.

She

then allowed to

was

She then went to Little’s

dry goods
goods without being

store, stole a piece of
discovered, and then went to the store of Mr.
H. W. Ripley. Mr. H. noticed the piece of

cloak, and, suspecting
goods
thing wrong, took it from her and sent for a
policeman. Officer Akers took charge of the
under Iter

some-

and took her back to Babb's store,
where she was identified by the clerk, though
woman

she denied

fore.

having l*oeu

been in the store lieShe was taken to the lock up, where

she gave her name its

Bridget

Ward.

Departure of the 27th Regiment.—The
Regiment, Col. Tapley, inarched
into the city yesterday morning, escorted by
a detachment of the Maiue 7th, under com-

27th Maine

mand of

Capt. Channing.
accompanied them. As they passed
through our streets on their way to the depot,
cheers and waving of handkerchiefs greeted
the gallant soldiers who were proceeding to
the seat of war. A little after 8 o’clock they
embarked on board a train of cars for Boston,
and left the depot amid the shouts of the assembled multitude.
The regiment musters
950 men, including officers.
The Band of the

27th

jy”Prior to the departure of the 25th Regiment, tlie iadies of this city, last Wednesday

afternoon, furnished a bountiful collation for
Co. B, Capt. Greeley, for which the members
of that company desire to express their thanks,
more

and

especially those belonging to Cumberland
Falmouth. They will ever retain kind

recollections of the ladies of Portland.

2y“The Portland Company have been shipping to Boston during the past week quite a
large lot of shells designed for the 11-luch cannon they are
engaged in casting lor Government.
These shells are 33 inches in circumference, and weigh before tilled 129 ibs.—[Price
Current.

Personal.—Capt. Ayers,

has done

so

U. S. A., who
much good service with the Bat-

tery which bears his name, arrived in this city

Saturday,

on

a

short

health and to visit his

furlough,
family.

to

recruit his

Decisions of tlie Commissioner of Internal
Revenue.

TO THE

Daily Press.

FROM FORTRESS MONROE.

Items from

Richmond

Papers.
I

Fortress Moxroe. Oct. 19.

D. W.

B. W. Leavitt,

man; S. B.

BY TELEGRAPH.
Portland

The flag of truce boat John A. Warner,
from Aiken’s Landing, arrived last evening.
Just before the Baltimore boat left 560 Union
prisoners came down. They were delayed
nearly one day by running aground above City
Point.
This morning the Baltimore boat brought
86 rebel prisoners from Fort McHenry. The
flag of truce boat Malamora left to-day to
convey them to Aiken’s Lauding. They are
privates and mostly wouuded.
The storm has entirely subsided and the
fleet which had taken shelter in this harbor
left at an early hour this morning.
The Petersburg Express of Oct. 15th says,
two thousand yaukee prisoners are daily expected to arrive in Petersburg for the North.
Wild geese and wild ducks are very plenty on
the James river, but there are no sportsmen
to shoot them.
Wheat has declined considerably, being now held at $3,75 a bushel. We
fear much trouble and vast suffering from the
scarcity of coal. Stephen C'onkling a member
of the 53d New York regiment, captured near
the Black water, was brought here yesterday
and lodged in jail.
The Richmond Despatch of Oct 16th says,
we infer that the federals will soon make a
desperate effort to lorce iron clads past
Drury’s Bluffs. Let us be forearmed.
A battle occurred in Perryville on the 14th
which Kentucky will mourn for many years.
The federal loss was heavy. Prentiss says it
was a drawn battle.
The rebel forces fell back
six miles.
t
One hundred and filly recruits for different
in
this
have
arrived.
regiments
vicinity
T,.-..

i,„...i.i

..r ,i.„

■

I

T

j

j
j

!
I

I

prisoners

taken at South Mountain ami Antietam liave arrived litre and left for Aiken’s

Landing.
All is quiet

Route of Rebels in Missouri.
Jwfefwon City, Oct. 20.
The rebel force that crossed the Missomi
river and seized the steamer Emily at Portland, wm« under Porter, arid was afterwards
intercepted at the California House, near
Waynesville by Lt. Col. Sigfeiy and scattered.
No particulars of the aflhir are received.
More rebels are said to have gathered at Portland, and measures have been taken to attack
or intercept them.
In the meantime, and until the danger is removed, several steamboats
are detained here and at Herman.
All of the rebel bands in Missouri seem to
be endeavoring to make their way out of the
State in the shortest time practicable.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Washington, Oct. 20.
The following decisions have been made by
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue: The
phrase “kept for use,” employed in reference
to silver plate, is construed to except silver
which is in possession of a faindy or its members as souvenirs of keepsakes. The plate
property taxable is that which has been purchased lor the use of the family, or has been
presented to the family, as part of the household furniture, and is such as is kept for use,
whether for ornament or actual service. In
the execution of the law Assessors are direeted to allow owners of silver ware to have the
same
weighed ami to make a report thereof.—
A stamp will lie required upon every certificate which has or may have a legal value in
any court of law or equity. When a manufacturer has new goods on hand at the place
of manufacture, but has not taken out license
nor
kep| his mill iu operation since Sept. 1st,
such goods are subject to duty whenever sold
or removed from the place ol manufacture.—
In
stamping promissary notes, or other instruments requiring stamps under the provisions
of the excise law, stamps of a smaller amount
iu numbers sufficient to amount to the sum of
the stamp required, can be used provided they
are of the kind denominated for the
particular
instruments drawn.
The following decisions concern the liability
of iron castings to taxation: 1st, All castings
which are so well and generally known as to
have a commercial value, niiist be taxed as
manufactures when sold or removed from the
manufactory. 2d, Other castings made upon
speculation of a machinist, but which are not
known to the trade in themselves, and are designed for articles subject to taxation in an
advanced state, are exempt, not being manufactures in the contemplation of the laws. It
may be be difficult to draw the line, and the
Assessor’s or Assistant Assessor's best judgment will be required. As an
example, car
wheels belong to the first class.
The following regulations have been issued
in reirard to the tax upon manufactures proauced since Aug. 31, and delivered under contract of sale made prior to the first of July
l.,*«.

la
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Suffolk.
Win. G. Shoemaker, Geo. Welch, Peter II.
Mills and Charles S. Baker, members of Co. A,
1st Maryland cavalry—a Yankee organization
—were received at the Confederate prison
yesterday, to lie trieAg^Uaurdcr committed
in the valley of

Vij^^
ilexj^^^^^ftcnt i‘>
ycstert^^^^^HSiid.
sportive regimentilQ^UHniester. Yu.
The Richmond Examiner of the 17th says:

FOUR

at

WALTER
dwellings

good

With

he

New York, October 20.
Cotton—lower; sales 500 bales at 58 for middling
;

Cairo, Oct. 20.
Commerce to-day.

There Is nothing from
The ollicers of the steamer I’ike, which arrived to-night, reported
having seen a small band
ol guerillas at different
point between Smithland and Caseyville. 2000 rebels are
reported
back of the latter place, and are
only prevented from taking possession of the town
by the
presence of two gunboats.
The steamer Hazel Dell struck a
snag yesterday and sunk in Southland Bar.
The steamer Eugene, (lorn Memphis,
brought
one regiment w ith a battery to Island No. 21,
where they landed to punish the rebels who
tired into the steamers Dickey and Continental
on Friday.
They have instructions from Gen.
Sherman to destroy everything in the
neighborhood.
Twenty secesh families have been banished
from Memphis, as a punishment for the guerilla outrages on the river.

Philadelphia, Oct. 20.
The Star of this evening lias information
from Aldie and Middlebury that the inhabitants there yesterday morning, believed the
rebels were evacuating Winchester.
At Manassas J miction on Saturday, the inhabitants were expecting rebel cavalry at
Cutlett’s Station.
Gen. Stahl reports to Gen. Sigel that on the
13th three thousand rebels entered Suiekersville from Winchester to protect the return of
Stuart’s cavalry force on the next day.
On
the 14th the whole recrossed the Shenandoah
ami proceeded on their way to rejoin their
main body under Lee.
Bailing of a Steamer.
St. Johns, N. F., Oct. 20.
The steamship Kuropa, from Boston, was
boarded oil Cape Race at 4 o'clock Sunday afternoon, and News from New York to Saturday evening put on board.

'{T* The democrats in New York city,have
nominated

those choice

patriots,

WITH

n

ta

AXD ALL

and Ben was the

only man that voted with
Vallandigham, against the resolve that the
present deplorable cival war has been forced
upon the country by the disuniotlists of the
South.
’F" The Oxford Democrat says that John
W. Dana, a year since the secession candidate
for Governor of Maine, is in South America,
of Asa Charles,
engaged
Esq., in raising sheep, near Tatay, and is repreted to be doing well. He is said to have beeu
converted since his attention has been given to
with his son, and

a

son

an honorable calling, and is now a
strong friend
of the Union and of President Lincoln.

^

or THE SEASON,

AT

VERY

Retail

Orders,

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

KINDS OF

dry

Begs
aua

1. Codman Block,

CAPS.

leading styles

an

Fall

easy

Haring

—

The
in hi*

which he ia
notice.

AS

New Works !

Oil Colors.

CASEY'S U. S.

Goods,

—

WINTER WEAR,

TACTICSj

THE

LATEST STYLES

dtf

-OF-

THE MOST

METROPOLITAN

DJ.N IX O

J. IT. P. BCItMIATI.

Xa. Ill MIDDLE STREET.
an

53 Eichance Street

Srpt. 27,1M2.

MERCHANT TAILOR,
provided himself with
assortment ofOooda
HAS
for FALL WEAR,
embracing

HALL L. DAVIS,

prepared to make satisfactory at short

of the rear,

season

WILLIAM C. BECKETT,

Army Regulations.

Cartes* <le Visit©,”

ry>ick or deceased persons’ pictures taken at
their residence.
The largest collection (of Pictures of the various
kinds) in the city may be seen at his Reception Room,
96 Middle Street, up bue short flight of stairs,
opposite Casco Bank.
Rooms free to all for examination of Specimens.

SALOON.

Among

RECENT IMPORTATIONS.

these

Great Coat*.

octTtf

are

superior

fabrics

ihr

Paletot*.

l>rrs» and Frock Coats,
14 and 16 Exchange Street,

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

j

AMOS SMITH,

ROAST.
Roast Beef..25
Roast Lamb.18
Roast Chickeu.21
Broiled Chicken,. 87

—

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,

Proprietor.

OF

BILL

potheoary,
AND

Pantaloons and Test*.

PORTLAND.

THOS. G. LORING,
A

TO

USU Ali,

At this

NEW EDITION OF

copying old Daguerreo-

subscriber has made some important changes
Rooms, which facilitate the making of the
**

tDtPTID

FALL AND

fitting and genteel hat try the

of

He most respect fully solicits a share of
pnhlie net*
ronage.
aepJJiadSwtw

sepl5—Gw

PHOTO GRAPHS

to

large additions

New and Desirable

AMI DON HAT.

From Minature to Life si*e,

Special attention paid
types, Ambrotvpcs. kc.

made

SHAW’S,

IVIiddlo Street.

130
If you want

for

open

;AT

I

goods,

leave to Inform the pub!*, that he has rerooved his place of baeinete to the new, spaeioee
speciena
well lighted Store,

TEMPLE STREET.

&

wear now

St.,]

Dealer
m

——

Promptly Executed

All the

PRICES.

REMOVAL.

Press Office.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

LOW

Corner of Congresa and Preble
Street*.
October 2, 1862.
4w

EDWIN A. NARRETT,

—AT THE—

LIKENESSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

c •

—AND—

AND

OTHER

and

Neatly

J. U. P. BURNHAM gives no-k.
'ice that he has resumed business at I
bis former p'ace. No. 9> Middle
where be is prepared to execute

Fabri

ew

Choice Style*

PRINTIN Q,

Mn|.

a*

FALL AND WINTER.

ow.

WANTED^

Town Notes and

or

quality and

STOCK Of JTEW DRESS GOODS

COUPONS,

HATS

ORDER.
Beef Steak..15
Ham a»d Eggs.25
Fried Mackerel.15
**
C odfish,.15
M

EXTRA

SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKINGS constantly on hand.
ocl8
liF1-i'he Poor liberally considered.

THE

SAIL-1VIAKING
and have taken the loft

Goold,

PUDDINGS.

Waite,
on

Tomatoes.6
Apple Pie,.6 Cucumbers.6

the

Squash Pie,.6 Onions.8
Mince Pie,.8

BUSINESS,
Wra.

Coffee,.8
Draught Ale,.5

Head of Long Wharf, where they are
to
execute all orders promptly and faithfully.
WILLI AM GOOLD,
A 11. WAITE.
Portland, Oct. 16. 1862.
ocl8 d3w*

prepared

BARRELS Indiana Family Flour.

Ohio Extra
P rtland Kerosene Oil.
**
Lard and Whale Oil.
Mecca Lubricating do.—a very
superior article for Machinery.
150 **
Crushed, G ranulatcdand Powdered Sugars
lOO
Coffee Cru.diod do.
11 lids. Muscovado
do.
2000 * asks Nails.
600 Halt Chest* Oo. Tea.
200 Boxes Tobacco.
For sale bv
11 ERSEY. FLETCHER k CO..
159 Commercial, corner Union Street.
ocl8 3wd& w

The celebrated

prepared
THE
United States Government, FIDO Bounty Money,
to obtain from the

undersigned is

Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers
in the U. S. service.
w_■

■

or

Soldiers

(Office No. 9 State House.)

octTtf

ON

Hon. Lot M. Morrill,
U. S. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
*cp2ud& wl4tf

etc.

Joseph B. Hall,
Sec'r of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane.
State Treasurer

Hon.

To the Officer* and Soldiers at
('amp Abraham Lincoln:

by WILLIAM SPAHKOW,
Brown’s Block, Union street.

You

are

hereby

invited to

supply yourselves

with

MEF.RSCHAI'M PIPES, BRIF.R-WO01)
FIFES, BOX&QTA FIFES. CIGARS, < IGAR
MATCHES. TOBACCO BOXES AND RI BBER
PO reals.
AXI) KILLICKIXICK
SMOKING TOBACCO,

Portland, Oct. 11—dlw

FIXE

CO..

PLUMBERS,

AT LORING’S DRUG STORE,

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

Cor. Exchange & Federal St,.. Portland.
Near

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Bath Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated tf Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.
All kinds of tixturcs for hot and cold water

City Buildiug.

I. I>. MERRILL.

ing

Disbursing Officer,

uuil

be found in II. N. Jose’s buildiug, Lime
Street, adjoining the Po t Office.
SAM'L DANA, Cant. 17th Inf.,
Musteriug ami Disbursing Officer.
dtf
Sept. 19th, 1862.

WILL

3. I>. MERRILL.

Another Lot of Monitor Hats!

m

SOMETHING sew
SILK

a

HAT, just

out

HARRIS’,

]

lwedis

Baton Boarding School.
WINTER SESSION.
E Winter Session of the Eaton
Boarding School
for Boys, located at Kent’s Hill, Keadtield, Me.,
will commence Monday, Nov. 10th, IH&l.aud coutiuue
twenty weeks.
The best of reference can be given. Please send
for a Circular.
H. M. EATON A SON.
Kent’s Hill, Oct. 13. 1S02.
ocl7 d2w

TH

“LIVERPOOL SALT,

Six or eight Shook makers immediately to work
Dressed Shook, to whom steady employment will
given, and the highest prices paid.

on

be

^^

Opposite Post Office.
oct4

Wanted.

I-1

at

Apply

HHDS., per bark "Aberdeen,*’ expected
DAISA fc CO.
October 18.
ed3t

daily.

to

A. P

sep3i>—d&wlm

|

-— ■ ■

MORSE.
Boston, Mass.

---.-——

Molasses.
HHDS Muscovado Molasses,
*v/ 9» do Clayed
2 TiA
F
sale bv
"

*

early importation.

or

Long
aept26—d3w.
corner

GEORGE S. HUNT.
Wharf and Commercial street.

.Be) last.
4*

44

44

44

44

44

41

44

44

44

44

44

44

4‘

44

44

44

Oct. 8th.

Sewrsport,

dtf

brow

Bucksport,
Winterport,
Hampden,
Baugor,
C.

2 50
2 50
8 00
8 00
3 00
300

C. EATON.

FIRM.

iT&Tda VIS,

Produce Commission Merchants
And Wholesale Dealers iu

FLOUR & PROVISIONS
Mo. 3 I'nion Wharf, Portland.
C. D. BROWN.

J. I*.

DAVIS.

HANH00D~How Lost! How Restored!
Just

published, in

a

sealed

Envelope.

prich aix CRWTR.

A

LECTURE ON THE NATURE. TREATMENT
AND^ RADICAL CUKEol Spermatorrhoea or
Weakness, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual

Seminal

Debility,

and

Impediments

to

Marriage generally.

Nervousness. Consumption. Epilepsy and Fita; Men-

tal and Fhvsical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac-By RoBTj. Culver well, m d..
Author of the Gukkn Book, Ac.,

Been te Tkeauads ef SwMerer*/*
sent under seal, in a plain envelop*, to any addraas,
postpaid, on receipt of six ceuts, or two poetag*
stamps, by Dr. CH J. C. KLINE. 127 Bowirt, N*w
York. Fort Uppicr, Box, 4666.
June 23.
is4md4w
“A

rUlt.ADKI.I-IIIA. BALTITOMORFI andYORK.
all parts of
WASHINGTON, and
the WEST and
via all
XKW

to

SOUTH and NORTH WEST,

the

popular
rates, for sale by
most

Oat. 2.

dtf

routes and at the lowest Boston
W. D. LITTLE. Agent.
Office 31 Excbauge St.

Vermont'Butter.
C%

of the best fkmilv horses in the county; dark
bay, sound and kind, tearless of locomotives and
cars, and a superior roadster.
Enquire at No. 6 Central Wharf.
Oct. 11-dlw

ONE

Excise Tax.
First Collection

District, Assessor's Offlce, I
City Building, Foktlamp, October 1st, 1861. |
1WTOTICE is hereby given that the lists, valuation#
11 and enumeratioi s. made and taken withiu the
County of Cumberland under tin* authority of the
act of Congress approved by the Fresident of th*
Uuited States, Juiy 1st, 1862, and known as the Excise Act. may be examined at my olhee iu Fortlaud.
in said countv, ou ami after the tifteenth day of October, A. D. 1862. and on the thirty-iirst dav of said
October, at the otf.ee aforesaid, appeal* will be received and determined by me, relative to any erroneous or excessive valuations or enumeration## by
the Assistant Assessors of the several assessment districts withiu said countv.
NAtU L G. MARSHALL,
Oct. 11—tf
Aimior.

Wanted Immediately,

TIIKOCGII TICKETS

TO ARRIVE.

QAO
OOU

AGAIN.

HORNE FOR SALE.

aug4dly

for

ROUTE

scpl9dtf

Office of the Culled Mates Master-

personally attended to

JOHN BOM).

THE

ON and after Oct. 8th, the Steamer
Daniel Wkbmtkr. ( apt. A Wood.
will, till further notice, leave Railroad
Wharf, foot State street, every Monday, Wedneaday
and Friday, at 9 in the evening for Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Sea report, Bucksport, Wiuterport,
Ilampden and Bangor.
Leaves Baugor same mornings at 4 o’clock.
Fare fVora l’ortiaud to Rockland,
S2 00
44
44
44
2 00
Camden,

Water

set up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country

BANO-OR.

octTdA wtf

BErXRKKCES:

DUTCH FLOWER BULBS.

I. D. MERRILL A

FOR

XHW

SETH E. BE EDI
Augusta, Me.

HASHEESH CANDY, and MADAM

For sale

Oct. 11—km

n_s_

Procured for widows or children of tfficers and Soldiers who have died while iu the service of the Use
ted States.
Prize Money, Pensions, Bounty and Back Pay c<*
lccted for Seamen and their heirs.
Fee*. for each Pension obtained. Five Dollars.
All Claims agaiust the Government will rece
prompt attention.
Post Office address

Block,

CORDAGE, 4C.,

LE MESURIER Sc CHAMPTON.

Pensions

POOR

Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus Xarcissus,

ROPE

For cede by

dying

Flstahlished for Officers and Soldiers, wounded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United States, iu the liue of duty.

xru*

DUPONT S PERFUMES.

Honey, Back Pay,

And Pension*.

Have received, at
No. 70 Fox

BOLT

St. Peter Street, QUEBEC.

Tea.8
Porter,.6

CLAIM_AGENCy7~

9100 Bounty

500
600

CROSMAN 8r

8

Squash,

FIT* Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
ju)29dtf

Flour, Oil, Sugar, Teas. Ac.

uni rTiiivi:

Of various description*.
ALL FROM A O Non. 1 TO ft.

5 o’clock.

WAR
Ovjyj

CSILIACII1 CARTAS. WIT■ KIISTIIPI,

DRINKS

No. 117 Commercial Street,

A/\

SAIL CLOTH.

▲ Lao ON HAND

REL TSHES.

PASTR T.
Custard Pie.6

formerly occupied by

exaaino.

(A substitute for Cotton.)
BOILED.

Copartnership Notice.

carrying

sepl5eod6w

ILIldEJ FLU MCI. WITI nri STMPB.

DISHES.

Cold Pr'd Corned Beef, 18
Mutton, with
Caper Sauce.. 25 Beef’s Tongues,. 18
Boiled Ham, .18 Mutton Chop,.18

undersigned have this day formed a Copartnership under the Arm name of
9

for the purpose of

Good* than ho ha* in store.
W* The public are invited to call and

Halibut,.15

Boiled

Goold &

From many rears’ experience in
making caleetione.
he claims that the market does not afford more

Elegant, Fashionable and Substantial

FARE :

Devotes personal attontion to the application of
TRUSSES to Adults and Children.

Fernando

Wood and his brother Benjamin, for Congress.
Fernando is the man who, as Mayor of New
York, recommended the secession of that city,

Keut

Corporation Bonds,

Spring Beds, &c.

In India Ink, Water,

Mme

auy

invite attention to
tiieib

October

_

The Labels Reported Evacuating
Winchester.

facing

TOWN

B.—SHIP FURNITURE made to order.
tf
1st, 1862.

N

*ke

THEV HAVE ALL THE

MW

perfectly satisfac-

Work Allrndrd

frtande sad

otherV.c»l»th.
pu^r«iuKre|U^wheOr’h0,,r *ood, •»< «« ££ra
o. W.
ROBINSON Sr CO.

Wharf

ANTED—Convenient tenements forth*
two Mraall families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes’ walk of tho Post Office.
Kent not to
exceed from 8150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42, Post Office, or apply at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

Rosewood and Gilt Mirrors.
Spiral

their mn.
°*n

SEASONABLE GOODS
**

Hobson’s Wharf.

on

the market.

TENEMENTS

>»•«.«

Eepulse by

Families.

Xr

u

pure baaed, a,

ci\y

OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.

Sept. 15,1862.

found Elsewhere in the State.

in

J

Banishment of Secesh

Streets, directly
Enquire at office of

WORK,

made

well

a*

■

The Best of Extension Tables, Ac.

Cape

on

THE
Milk

stock,

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
sortment of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising Kich and
Medium Priced Drawing Hoorn, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of
every description. Feather Beds and Mattresses of all kinds, Cominou
Furniture, Chairs, Look-

CphsUtrrr

j

Office

To Let.
commodious Chamber In the northerly corner of the new brick block, orner of Lime and

Purchasers for Cash may rest assured that roods

j

un

be

bought at this house will be
tory in price and quality.

LATER I ROM El ROPE.

j

POWER,

workmen and thoroughly seasoned
furnish the largest assortment of

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s
Inquire of J. H. HAMLKN,

•epttf

cau

can

GOWELL

NEW AND

•tvle^cmf

to Lot.

accommodation of

Wool—quiet.

j

ON

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern cuatomers
may direct,)
Than

purchased the

~roR-

CUSTOM-MADE

uplands.

JAMES FURBISH.

tf

Cooper's Shop

With increased facilities for manufacturing,

New York Market.

th# Dwellthe corner ot

on

House to Let.

stand,

BY STEAM

‘■‘•PuWtothrth.rta,
B.

former customer*,
the public, with

cheap,

now

August 9th, 1862.

GOODS,
Middle Street,

»i». <1*

ttxr premiers.

DWELLING-HOUSE, No. 56 Free
Street, ia to be let, and possession given
immediately. The premises mac be ex| amined at any time. For further panicLulars apply to

52 aad 54 Exchange Street,

and Western at 55 ft 59.
road advanced; do preferred advance 2; Panama
Ruilrcad 4th mortgage advanced 1; Pennsylvania 2d
mortgage advauccd.

S.

No

Please call and examine lor yourselves.
C. P. KIMBALL.
d8w
Aug. 30.

AND NOW,
At the old

DRY
Would Inform

occupies,
I’arris St*eet*.

SHIPS,

SO^T

*

ir—

Foreign and Domestic

130

on

TnE
ing House, he
Cumberland and

STEAMERS

LOVELL
—dialers

FOR SALE.

Not of Maine onfy, but of other States, with articles
of Furniture suited to their various wants.

ern

j

mosi

rtTT—very desiiable dis
“ LKI Low Tc

undersigned oilers forsale,

lowly,

AND

DATS

Steamship

of the

C.

L. JONES.

Apply
oct9co<h?w

COREY,

MERCHANT

12**.

Stock Market.
The good people of Charleston, S. C., have
New York. Oct. 20.
had a celebration in their citv, batizing a maSecond Board—Stork market dull and lower; Chirine ram or ladies gunboat built there.
&
Book
Island
cago
SO); Cleveland & Toiedo68);
As Congress has failed to make any enactCatena k Chicago 83): Illinois Central Scrip 79*1;
ments in regard to martial law, it follows that
Arrival of the
Bavaria off
Michigan Southern guaranteed 80: Michigan Soutfiern 41; Michigan Central 85): Heading 77); New
it has no longer any existence in this ConfedRace.
York eutral 105); Erie 38) ;Eiie preferred 86); Hud)
eracy,and any attempts to continue martial law
son 67;
Harlem 20); Pacific Mail 125; American
in any form or disguise is iu derogation of the
fin'd
127); Missouri 6’s 52): treasury 7 3-[0Tll mires
Cape Race, Oct. 20.
103i; endorsed l*. S. demand notes 122; C.S.O's,
law-making power of the government and in
The steamship Bavaria, from Southampton
1881 coupons 103); C. S. 6’#, 1881 registered 104.
defiance of the Constitution.
the 8th, for New York, passed this Point at
Our Southern Confederacy is sadly afflicted
4.30 1’. M. yesterday, and was intercepted by
with dishonest postmasters, especially in North
Gen. Caldwell's Brigade—A band of Heroes.
the News Yacht.
Carolina. The cause of this complaint is the
The Bavaria experienced heavy westerly
A letter from Boliver Heights speaks in the
non receipt of subscriptions said to be forgales during the entire passage.
warded by mail to newspapers.
following manner of the brigade of Gen. John
The steamship Bohemian, from Quebec, arThe Examiner of the 17th claims the vicC. Caldwell:
rived out on the 8th.
tory at tiie battle of Perryville. It says the
GREAT BRITAIN.
This Brigade, one of the best in tlte service,
Federal loss in killed, wounded and captured
The steamer Iowa, for Mobile, heavily laden
and comanded by an able, brave and efficient
was over 20,001).
The Confederate loss was
with stores for the Confederates, was run into
General, lias seen, perhaps,as much hard work
5000.
and sunk in the Clyde.
as any other, and have been less noticed in the
In the Mayor's Court, at Richmond, 10th, j
Oen. Cliuiigarnier denies that Mr. Lincoln
columns of the papers. Comencing at Yol kJas. Limpson was charged -rith buying $170
has offered him the coinmaad of the Federal
town. in all the battles of tlte Peninsula they
worth of bacon, butter and eggs to sell at his i forces.
took an active part, anti received from their
store.
Tiie facts being established, the butter
The Times says the emancipation proclamacommanding General justly deserved encomiand eggs were confiscated.
tion is a political concession to the Abolitionums.
In the battles of Fair Oaks, Peach Orist wing of the Republican party.
When the
chard, Savage Station, White Oak Swamp,
Malvern Hill, and Charles City Cross Roads,
j Union existed, the Constitution gave no right
From Lien. SchotlicH's Command.
either to the President alone, or to the Presiand more lately at tlte battle of Antietain,they
dent and Congress combined, to abolish slavtook an active and conspicuous part, so much
so
that tlte Brigade, once numbering four
ery. Emancipation was a thunderbolt placed
in
Mr.
I
Lincoln’s
band
to
the
I
of
sothousand
Naval Movements.
whole
men, is now reduced to a little over
destroy
Rapidity
eial organization of the South at a blow, which
twelve hundred men, although having five
he has assumed the right to launch, but he is
regiments ataehed to it.
without power to enforce the decree.
In tlte Hattie of Antietam, and in the mucliThe
Little Trouble apprehended with the Indians.
North must conquer every square mile of the
talked-of-eorn-tield where the slaughter was so
South before it eau make the proclamation j great, they were in the thickest of it, and stood
more than waste paper.
their ground like heroes as they are.
The Times also says commercial orders from !
It was in this same corn-field that they capSt. Lons, Oct. 20.
Gen. Schoffield with his advance has reach- j New York show a strong impression amoug
tnred six Secession flags and took about
ed Elkhorn Tavern, Arkan*as, and established
the leading merchants that the termination ol
three hundred prisoners, among whom were
liis headquarters there. Telegraphic commuthe war will ultimately occur from the crisis I eight commissioned officeres. One of the colnication is completed from Gen. Curtis’ i of confusion in the North.
ors captured was a North Caroliner State
flag,
FRANCE.
made of blue silk, and upon it painted the coat
quarters to Elkhorn Tavern. Geu. Schoffleld
sends the intelligence that the enemy are
VeraCrnz letters give a different account
of arms of the State. This was taken from the
of the state of affairs in Mexico Irom what the
Fourteenth Begimeut from that State. Anothmaking for the Boston Mountains.
Gens. Steele and Osterbaus with their diFrench papers have published,
er one taken was the old
Juarez is far
style seven-starred
visions, are at Pi lot. Knob, advancing against from giving up the contest, and is preparing a aud seven-barred Confederate (lag. Another
the enemy under McBride and Parsons.
desperate resistance to the French. The city j a battle-flag, upon which was Inscribed WilAn advance of two regiments of retails wits
of Mexico is loi titled, and tile road from Ori- ; liamsburg and Fair (>aks. These,
together with
at West Plains three days
zaba will be delemled by inches.
the three other battle-flags, go to make tip tile
ago. Brig. Gen.
Warren is at Salem watching them.
The Paris Bourse was excited, and rentes
number of tlte capture.—[Baltimore Clipper.,
Acting Admiral Porter being yesterday re- had declined 1-2 per cent., being quoted at 75f.
ITALY.
quested to co-operate will) Gen. Curtis iu cerSecretary Smith on the War.
tain matters down tile Mississippi, replied from
The King lias signed a decree granting an
Hon. Caleb B. Smith, Secretary of the Inte.
Cairo in twenty minutes that his movement
amnesty to all persons concerned in the acts
hail commenced.
rior, was recently on a visit to Indiana, and
; and attempts which took place lately In the
Recent orders from Washington extend tiie ! southern provinces, with the exception of dewhile at Indianapolis he addressed his fellow
command ot Geu. Curtis over Arkansas. Misserters from the army.
citizens upon the condition of public affairs.
Alton
The
Sicilians
had
been
disarmed in consesouri,
City, Kansas, Nebraska and ColWe make the following extract from a report
orado.
quence of numerous assassinations.
of his remarks on tliet occasion;
Gov. Evans of Colorado, in an interview
PORTUGAL.
with Gen. Curtis, states that the alarm which
The Queen has arrived at Lisbon.
He did not shut his eyes to the fact that
was felt iu Colorado in reference to the InSPAIN.
some of our
people were crying out for )>eaee.
The Spanish escorlierou has been torn down
dians, is passing away, the tribes in that terriIn the name of God, upon what terms do they
want it?
He for otic knew no such word as
tory not seeming interested in the uprising of in Mexico.
the Minnesota savages. To make things sure
PRUSSIA.
compromise and would listen to none." Noth»
Gen. Curtis has consented that two regiments
The Crown Prince and Princess are about j ing hut an unconditional surrender and the
remain iu Colorado; one mounted shall reto proceed on a tour through Switzerland and i punishment of traitors would meet with the
main at home to preserve peace.
Italy.
approbation of the people.
Gen. Fremont arrived here yesterday. He
The Budget is still under discussion in tlic
Tlte government holds the power to supcomesas a witness in the
Berlin
Chamber.
press tlte rebellion, and it will tie done. The
McKiuistry case,and
The Hanoverian government has declined
Sou 111 have no more men to force into the armay be detained several days.
! to join in a treaty of commerce with France.
my. It is their last great struggle, aud they
RUSSIA.
are losing them by thousands upon tlte Held
FROM LEXINGTON.
Scamoyski has been banished from the whole | and by sickness. Tlte question of free government was now oil trial and must lie settled.
j of Russia.
TURKEY.
He complimented Indiana upon tlte
bravery of
1
Tlie
demolition
of
the
iter troops and the proud position
Belgrade barricades
Dumont in pursuit of Morgan.
occupied by
has commenced.
iter, and closed by exhorting all to rally around
CHINA.
the banner ol our common country, and as one
The rebels arc moving to obstruct the conman stand by tlte government in its efforts to
of
Two
Federal
Trains.
Capture
veyanee ol silk.
suppress the rebellion and vindicate the auColonel Ward has captured three cities.
I
thority of the general government.
A treaty has been concluded between China
Louisville, Oct. 20.
i and Belgium.
Col. Van Derveer, of Ohio, a life-long
In the recent re*«“l raid upon Lexington we
JAPAN.
Democrat, a constituent of Vallandigliam, tints
killed Irom live to ten rebels and wounded
AtTiira tvopa oniot l,nt
# 1
1\vrnti> (rnm lii< ratrimunt
in
n,.L-I,;*,
fifteen, among whom was Maj. Sami. Morgan
the party favorable to foreigners was immiof Nashville, cousin to John Morgan, who w as
brother
at
home:
nent.
The Jeddo government was doing its
young
shot through the neck und will die. We also
utmost to maintain order.
The British and
Dear Hank: I have recieved your note askcaptured and parolled one hundred and eighty
French Legations have been increased.
ing my advice as to how you should cast your
rebels.
AUSTRALIA.
vote for Congressman.
I have no hesitation
John Mfirtrtin left I .•itt'fonf'ohnrcr rneineiLm
Ten thousand pounds more have been rein giving it. If 1 was at home I should never
morning with about 1200 men,closely pursued mitted for the Lancashire operatives.
vote for any but a true friend of
my country.
by Gen. Dumont's forces, which have captured
A frightful inundation had occurred, and the
No man who by speech or act has lavored this
tllty to one hundred.
was immense.
no man who has refused to
damage
rebellion;
support
At three this morning 3 or 400 of
Morgan’s
the government in this its trying
Lunburg the explorer has returned after
emergency,
men, at Cox s Creek, six and half miles this
could reciovc any support from me. I would
successfully crossing the Australian continent.
side of Iiardslown, captured a federal train of
He reports favorably.
vote for Sehenck; never for
Vallandigham.
81 wagons, 51 of which were loaded.
They
Whenever democracy is not patriotism, then
carried off the wagons and those having
charge
it is time to look for the true friends of our inof the train, except Lt. Barr of the 24th Ohio
Rumored Attempt of the Rebels
stitutions.
in command, who escaped. The wagons beto Cross the Potomae.
long to Gen. Wood’s division and were coming
The President’s Proclamation in the
towards Louisville. Morgan then went toArmy.—A correspondent, writing to the Cinwards Bardstowu and about daylight
captured
Their
the Federals.
cinnati Gazette from Helena, Ark., says:
another federal train, the number of wagons
in which is unknown, 2 miles from Bardstowu.
In regard to the president's proclamation of
Thence Morgan went to Boston with the
Philadelphia. Oct. 20.
emancipation, let me say a word as to how it
intention
to
burn
was
The
the
railroad bridge.
recieved in the army, belore I close this
supposed
Harrisburg Patriot and Union of this
There the rebels shot Thomas Marlow, o!'
letter. It was approved of everywhere. The
morning says: "As usual on Sunday, the city
Nelson county, Kv., after capturing him.
Wits tilled with exciting rumors
semi-treasonable
the
journals may croak, but it is
yesterday,
Gen. Dumont, yesterday afternoon, was near
most important of which was the
crossing of a lact indisputable, that the soldiers everywhere
Lawrencebnrg, in pursuit of these rebels, and the Potomae rivet at Hancock by a large rebel —I mean the great masses of the army—will
sustain the president in his views, as expressed
only forty minutes in their rear.
force, and their repulse by the Union troops,
There is nothing from Buell’s or Bragg's
in his proclamation, in sentiment, in word and
with considerable slaughter on both sides. A
forces to-night.
dispatch to this effect was received by Gov. in action. Since it came forth I have passed
Curtin. At the time of hearing this item,
through many regiments—have heard hundreds express their opinion of it—many officers
however, no dispatches have been received by
I.oss of steamer Hazel Dell,
us confirming the above rumor.”
of high rank, and I never have yet heard one
denounce it—not one.

THE
17 WV*«’*'irtp Street,
to ELIZABETH

PUBLIC HOUSES,

TinT

LONDON MARKET. Sugar heavy. Tea quiet.
Tallow quiet. Rice steady. Coffee steady.
LONDON MONEY MARKET.—Consols closed at
941 a 942 tor money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES;—Erie 3d moatgage
bonds declined
do 4th bonds declined ; Erie RailOats—In moderate request; sales of Jersey, North-

..

well known

has the

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy and the

Lard inactive.

Flour—State and Western 10 ft 15c lower; Superfine State 6 25 ft 6 35; Extra State 6 66ft6 85; Round
Hoop Ohio 7 25 ft 7 35; Western 6 26 ft 7 15; Extra
Western 6 80.ft 7 20; Southern heavy; Mixed to
good 6 80 <ft 7 25; Fancy and Extra 7 40 ft 9 00; Cauada dull; Exra 6 75 ft S 25.
Wheat—2c lower; Chicago spring 1 16@ 1 21: Milwaukee club 120 (ft 127; Iowa amber 1 28 ft 1 30;
Winter Red Western 1 33 ft 1 37; Amber Michigau
1 37 ft 1 40.
Corn—1 ft 2cents lower;
Mixed Western 05 for
sliinniiiL' and choice at 07 eastern tin n tii
Mess
8 00 % 10 75. The govBeef—quiet; Country
eruinent contract for 950 brls Extra Mess was taken
at 13 40 ft 13 50; prime 12 50; Western prime mess
13 00.
American, aud 14d per neutral vessels,
al 13 95.
Pork—heavy and lower; mess 13 00, Tlte government contract for 1090 brls Prime Mess was taken at
13 50 ft 13 75.
ltacou—dull; the government contract for 150,000
lbs was taken at 7 24 ft 7 43.
•Sugars—tirm; New Orleans 10) @ 12; Muscovado
9) o 10; Havana 9) ft 10.
Coffee—linn.
Molasses—firm; N'ew Orleans 46 ® 43.
Freightslo Liverpool—dull and drooping; cotton
)d; flour nominal; grain 10) ft lid.

the

l?qair^fLL

or

—

nal

the

House for Sale.
Westerly Half of tho DouWeT nement

FURNITURE HOUSE

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE
MARKET.
Ashes
steady. Sugar nuiet. Coflee steady. Rice quiet and
steadv. Rosin (full at 28s.
Spirits Turpcntiue nomi-

upon such goods without regard to the fact of
such contract. 2d, The manufacturer w ill be
authorized to collect of the purchaser the
amount of the taxes so paid, w henever satisfactory proof shall be furnished to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue that the contract was made prior to the llrst day of July
last, and in good faith between the parties anil
toward the government, and that the taxes
properly assessetl upon such poods or manufactures have been actually paid by the seller.

at

declining.

twenty-fire years

than

more

—

Tallow

or

or

_

For

H.

re

OctlA—«od8w

LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF8 MARKET.—
Flour quiet but steady. Wheat steady. Corn quiet
and steady.
LIVERPOOL PROVISION MARKET.
Beef

declining.

7IIE

J??8* fr'.'m Pip!“?nt »"»'.( in thorough
Jrtfct'V*! E*G.w»ter tank in attic to supply batlilm
in chamber, larg!
)!wi|
Jt2d "“t'-bowl, set »Uo*er
the house
“*"|J?!l*?.,''8'pr!1 ,ncpllar’ R*»
eveiy coivenience desirable.
ojte
ftwl

D()ODS.

;

TO LKT.
Honse No. 12 Maple street, (being 3,

THERIOHTTENANT.

Suratc.

Bacon

SALE & TO LET

TLXAA art streets

fPcr Bavaria off Cap* Raee.l
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET.—The sales fortwo days were 17,000 bales, including 12,000 to speculators and exporters. The market closed buoyant at
an advance ot 2 ft Id for American, and 94 ft 92 for

Pork dull.

YEARS.

|25

Commercial.

heavy.

| FOR

MISCELLANEOUS.

J

TUBS Prime, for sale by
AnO
J. F. WEEKS k CO.

25 GOOD COAT MAKERS.
Inquire at
tfWOODMAN, TRUE

oclS

A

CO.

OUt, Rosewood, Black Walnut and
Oak mouldings.
loweat cuh prico*. in quantities to salt the
ATtrade.
Ship Moulding, made and flniahedito

order by

MORRISON CO.,
Market Square.

a

—■A———■■—

THE MARKETS.

_MISCELLANY.

Portland Wholesale

feet apart.

ease, and each 011c mentally wished that
the police would make their appearance and
interfere. While they were in this frame of
mind Johnson’s pistol was accidentally discharged. The principals ami seconds jumped
more than a rod, while Jackson shouted:
“Dat nigger hah his shot now I hah mine,”
aud shutting both eyes he blazed away, but
without effect.
“Now,” said the darkey, who had tired last,
HI is satisfied, and will shake hands.”
“I is satisfied, too,” said Mr. Johnson, laying
his hand on his heart. “I believes dat 1 was
■truck under a mistake.”
“Dat so” muttered the other, “IHidn’t know
dat it was you.”
After such a satisfactory apology the parties shook hands, and are now warmer friends
than ever. Both are called men of spirit, and
are looking for military laurels.
Perhaps they
will Hud them.

nor at

The Highest Balloon Ascent.
Late English papers contain reports of ascents made by M. Glaisher, an aeronaut, who

has reached a higher elevation than had ever
before been attained. Una recent trip he ascended to a bight of live miles and three quarters (30,300 feet.)
Approaching that point, he
observes, the corrected barometer read 10.8
In endeavoring to wet the bulb, I
inches.
could not see the column of the mercury. I
rubbed my eves, then took a lens and also failed. * * I endeavored to reach some brandy
which was lying on the table at about the distance of a foot, and found myself unable to do
so.
Mv «ight became more dim.
I looked at the barometer and saw it at 10
inches, (till decreasing fast, aud just noted it
in my hook. Reading was at this time about
93-4 inches, implying a bight of about 5 3-4
miles, as a change ol an iuch in the reading of
the barometer at this elevation takes place on
a change of bight of about 2500 lent; I felt I
was losing all power, and endeavored to rouse
mvself by struggling and shaking. 1 attempted to look at (he barometer again; my bead
fell on one side. I struggled and got it right,
and it fell on the other, and finally fell backwards. Mv arm, which bad been resting on
the table, fell down by my side. It became
more misty and dually dark, and I sank un-

consciously

to

sleep.”

The writer continued insensible for some
time, but his place was taken by Mr. Coggswell, who ascended still higlier, until the barometer is believed to have marked only eight
inehes, implying that they were then six and
a half miles above the ground !
The temperature was then some degrees above zero; on
leaving the surtaee it was lilty degrees Fahrenheit. The descent was made without any accident. Pigeons let loose at an elevation of
four miles tell down like stones, and were taken up dead on the ground.
An old bachelor is a poor critter. lie may
bave beam the skylark or (what's nearly the
same thing) Miss Kellogg and Carlotty Patti

sing; he may have hearn Ole Bull fiddle, and
all the Dodworths toot, an’ yet he don’t know
nothin’ about music—the real ginuine tiling—
the music of the laughter of happy, well-led
children! And yon may ax the father of sich
children home to dinner, teelin’ werry sure
there'll be no spoons iiiissin' when lie goes
away. Sich fathers never drop tin tlve-cent
pieces into the contribution box, nor palm
shoe-pegs off onto blind bosses for oats, nor
skedaddle to British site when their country's
in danger— nor do anything which is really
mean.
I don’t mean to intimate that the old
bachelor is up to little games of this sort—not
He
at all—but I repeat lie's a poor critter.
don’t live here; he only stays. lie ought to
’pologize, on behalf of his patients, for bein’
here at all. The happy married man dies in
good stile at home, surrounded by his w eeping
wile and children. The old bachelor don’t
die at all—lie sorts of rots away, like a pollowog’s tail.—Artemas Ward.
Uncle Eb, as we used to call him, among
lots of good qualities, had a failing. He did

Twine.
lb.
/hity: 35 pc ad val.
Cotton
Sail.50 :255c
Hyson..75c'a?l
.40 a
Young Hyson....75 «, 1 Flax
! Oolong .(50 .0-75
Baleing.45 «50
....26(2
Souchong.45 ,«60 Hemp
India.14 214$
Tobacco.
Va rni*h.
Duty: 1jcnr.es
tured 25. all other kinds Furniture.£2 (2 3
Coach.3 m 4
35 pc ad cal.
5’sSi. 10’s lK*st br’da.68 « 75c Damar.3
8i
do.
medium. (52 «»>5
Wool.
do.
common. 55 « 58 Duty: ('outing 18c p lb
and under 5 b)c, over 18c
hal I' tbs beet br’da (56 ^.78
to 24c p lb 3c, over 24c
do. ined. good.60 :««53
do. common.. .55 'a58
9c p lb.
•w
Natural Leaf, tbs £1
1| Fleece.45 '255c I1
Fare,'. in Foil.1$4@ 2 Latnbs.45 (253
Tin.
Zinc.
Duty 1*ig 15c, Plates 25 Duty: In bind;* nr pig*
He, in sheets 2c p ib,
■pc ad ral.
Ilanca. cash
38cS'
manufactures of 30 pc
34( w36$ ad rat.
Straits, cash.
IMateM’liar l.C 81H «12 lMg* and slabs.5f® 5$ \
do.
LX. .133.044 Sheet Most*]maun.-9|<al0
Coke.9J a 10 Sheathing.90 (ey
W onH.
Kxchn njjc.
Hard, retail.8*51 a 7 London—COd. 187VS142
41
490
Soft,
4j £ 5 Laris.f 4 12

|

An Adair of Honor.
Bob Johnson, who keeps a fashionable barber's shop onCatnbridge street, ami Sam Jackson, who is in the pie and ice cream line, two
of the shining lights in the bon ton circle of
negro aristocracy of this city—men who have
but little respect lor the niggers down South
and rather blame Charles Sumner for his attempts to procure emancipation and equality—
had a misunderstanding recently, at a soiree,
caused by Johnson paying extra attention to
the mulatto charms of the female whom Jackson is about to honor with his hand and name.
She is thoroughly acquainted with the pie and
cream business, and will assist her husband after the wedding and the usual tour—Chelsea
beach and back.
The misunderstanding between the two men
wasof so serious a nature that Jackson struck
his friend, and after the blow 1 he negro aristocracy shook their heads and saw no way in
which the affair could be adjusted without appeal to arms. Ill lact, Mr. Johnson intimated
He said:
as much when lie left the party.
“Hit nigger lias struck me on de nose. For
dat IM hub his heart’s blood. If I don’t, d—n
I’ll slioot ’em like a crow.”
me.
Tills energetic language being reported to
Jackson, be was observed to smile, nut at the
same time bis color changed until it resembled
one of his ice creams after a long journey
through a coal hole. But he managed to say
that “ne was ready for ’em any time,” and as
these words were reported to Johnson a challenge was at once issued.
YVe cannot report alt the formalities which
were gone through by the seconds ami principals. It is enough to know that the men found
a place where they could have a crack at each
other, and that they arrived on the ground
with formidable looking pistols,and after some
trouble were stationed, face to taee, twenty

Ten*.
Duty 20c

Expressly corrected

Prices Current.

for the Press to October 15.

An additional duty qi
Hop*.
10 pc is (triedon all mer- Duty 6c V lb
ctumuise not imported di- First Sort, 1862.. .14 (£16
I rou.
rect from the place of production or growth.
Duty pig and Stamp 9'6,
!
liar not exceeiling £60 F
A*>heiu
ton value £17 F ton, exDuty 10 pc ad vat.
Pearl P lb.6$g} 6;
ceeding $50 F ton £18,
Pot.6 ^ 7
lest than A inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
A p|tlc«.
rounds
less than A inch
2
tireou
bbl.SIf2>
1
or more than 4 inches in
Sliced p lb.5 *} tic
Cored p lb.4 eg. 5
diameter, and squares
less than A inch or mitre
Uneored p lb.2 v& 3
than 4 inchi s square £20,
llrra
Railroad £12 60, Boiler
Duty: 3> Pc.
and Plate £25 F ton.
Pilot p 100 lbs.. .55 g; 5j
Ship .a4 4j Sheet 2«2}c F lb and
£3 a 5 F ton.
Crackers per bbl.. 3a\ 3;
Crackers, p 100 35 «g40c Coin molt.3j g}
Refined .3 a
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Swede .5
Duty 4e V* lb.
*21c
a 6j
lb.18
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ast Steel.18 «19
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a;
Foreign Fig.7j*£ 8
Sheet and ripe.
.9 ^ 9j
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Duty 10 Fc 0*1 ral.
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66 @70c
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do.
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231*24$
do.
No.3 24 a>
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do.
No. 4 .14 ,g
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Duty: Free.
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2
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Duty: Free.
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(j round
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Produce.
Herring.Shorepbl.23^ 3
do. Labrador., none, Beer y qu’r y lb. 6 @ 7J
do. Scaled pbx 8" a40c KggS, y doz.13 a 14
do. No. 1 .25«30 Potatoes, y bbl 81* a, li
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do.
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To WILLIAM
"VrOI-'

I holdeis of bonds of the Kennebec & F’oitlaud
Lai road Company, secured by its mortgage made to
therein-named, pursuant to a vote ot said
Company, passed at its annual meeting ho’dcn on
Oct. i, 18.72. ihov having become, by viitue of a foreclosuie of the right of redemption of said mortgage,
members of a company incorpoiated by statute, chapter til'ty -one anil section
the undersigned are tlnee members ot said last named company—to be bolden at tin* Depot in said town of Brunsw ick, on Wednesday the littlrday of November next,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following articles:—
First, to organize said company and to choose a
clerk, dinjctois treasurer, and other olhoers.
Stxovd. to adopt a code of by-laws.
Third, to determine how future meetings shall be
called.
Fourth, to adopt measures to procure a Anal settlement with the said Trustees, and a conveyance from
them of all title ai d interest acquited
them by
viitue of said mortgage and its forec’osure.
to
the
authorize
or
other
directors,
Fifth,
persons,
to compromise, or pay, or procure delay of payment,
of all prior demands, bonds and c'aims, against the
Kennebec and Portland Railroad Company.
Sixth, to authorize the directors, or other persons,
to make arrangements with the trustees iu possession
of the railioad. lespecting its futuie use.
Seventh, to act on any other matter that may be

..

presented.

STATE

“Snobs,” said
other day. after

Mrs. Snobs to her husband,the
the ball, “Snob*, why did you
dance with every lady in the room last night
before you noticed me?” “Why, my dear,”said
the devoted Snobs, “I was onlypracticing what
we do at the table—reserve tbc best
tor the

last.”
_

A little fellow

weeping most bitterly, was
suddenly interrupted by some amusing occur-

lie bushed his cries Ibra moment—the
train of thought was broken. "Ma,” said lie.
renewing his snuffle, ami wishing to have hi<
cry out, “Ma—ugh!—ugh! what was I crying
about just now ?”
rence.

Remarkable Case of
DK. II. J.

UNIFORMS,

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixfield; returning opposite davs.
Sta re leaves North Jay for Fast Dixfield, Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesday, Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leaves Farmington or New Vineyard. New

officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

Of

Portland and Kingfiehl, on Wednesdays and Saturdays. returning on Mondays and Ftidays.
Stages leave Farmingtou daily, for Strong, Avon
and Phillips.

WORK,

Passengers for this route will take the cars at the
Portland. Saco A Portsmouth, or Kemebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Nup’t.
Farmington May 5, 1862
june‘23dtf

every description, made to order and warranted

to tit.

OF MAINE.

application

oft

rant. to meet at the depot in Brunswick aforesaid, on
Wednesday, the filth day of November next, at ten
of the c ock in tin* forenoon, for the purpose* in said
set forth.
WM. D. NEW ALL.
dtnovo
Bath, Oct. 10. 18*-2.

juu t
d& wtfinT

no.

AND TRIMMING GOODS

application

Are unlimited in
bo sold very

Notice of Insolvency.
undersigned having been appointed bv the
rpHF
I Judge of Probate for the County of Cumberland

low,

quantity, quality
at

wholesale

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as

otnmissioners t<> receive ai *i examine tin* .* aims <>
the cieditoit to the estate of Daniel Ingersoll. late of
Windham, in said County, deceased, heiebv g.ve notice that six months fiom thcTthday of October, A.D.
1872. will be allowed to raid cieditors for bunging in
their cairns and proving their debts, and they will
attend lor the pm pose of teceiviug such claims and
proot- at the dwelling liou*** of Charles Hunnewells.
in Windham, on the last F liday ol October, Novemher, December, and January, fiom one till lour
o'clock in tile af’en oon.
JOHN WEBB.
1 ^
EDWARD ANDERSON, Commiartoncr,
Windham, October 7th, 18U2.
w3w!7*

rise

(

on

or

to look at
it

was

dOm

Family (Groceries.

i

1

the creditors to tire estate of Daniel W. Anthoine,
late of Windham, in said County, deceased, hereby
give notice tl at six month* from the 7th dav of October, A. D. 1*12, will be allowed to said creditors for
bringing in their c’aiins ai.d proving their debt*, ai d
that they will attend for tire pur pose of receiving
such claim* and proof at the dwelling house of Elbridge >avwood, in Wii dhatn, on the last Thursday
of October, November, December, and January, tie in
one till four o'c’ock in the afternoon.
SEWARD M. BAKER,
I Com mi*J A MKS t .OWEN II ANSON,
sioners.
»3«17*
Windham, Oct. 7,18U2.

j

of

c

1

Xo.

3GO

Consiress

Street,

taken store a*» above, and intend to keep
fresh and prime assortment of every kind of

HAVE

a

CHOICEST
To be foun

j

in the

Poultry, Vegetables, Eggs,
respectfully
give

1ALEANOR

public

eTs

and

ON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

j

X.

iD.

Frohock,

Under Pulted Staten Hotel, Portland.

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
ritHIS desirable mechanical arrangement has now
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first \ .1. been in use a sufficient length of time to slow
Tuesday of October, in the year of our Lord eigh- ! that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the
teen hundred and sixty-two,
more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
WEBB, Administi ator of the estate of Daniel W. Anthoine, late ol Windham, in said County,
the Spripg /W department, embracing a little more
of their excelreueies, and yet happily overcoming all
deceased, having presented hi* petition for license to
sell and convey certain Real E-state of said deceased,
their detects. It is flexible as hair,' and yet so recua* described in said petition, an
perative as to bring itself into place with great faciliadvantageous offer
been
marie
theielor,
having
ty. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
It was Ordered,that the said Administator give noand all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
tice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
are made of good material warranted strong and dube published three weeks successivelv in the Maine
rable, and not liable to get out of order.
State Press printed at Portland, that
mav appear
at a Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on
TESTIMONIALS :
the tirst I ucMtay of November next, at ten of the
Commercial House, Portland, June 16, 1862.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
Hav ing introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bothave, why the same should not be granted.
tom” into mv house, after trial. 1 pronounce it to be
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
an
easy and healthy bed. I am using several kinds
A true copv, Attest,
of spring bed bottoms, but consider the Anderson
w3w 18#
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
fully equal it not better than tin* best.
N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.
At a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
and lor the County ol Cumberland, on the Hist j
We have introduced several of the justly celebratTuesday of October, in the year of our Lord eigh- ed Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to
our sleeping
teen bundled and sixty-two,
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decidS HOPKINS, named Executrix in a ccred preference over any and all othere we have ever
ain instiument, pm porting to be the la<t Will and
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
Testament of Ediva-d N. J<*<lan, late of Westbrook,
We recommend their use to ail hotel keepers who dein said < ouuty, deceased, having presented the same
sire the comloi f of their guests.
for Probate:
W. D. McLAI’G II LIN k SON,
It was Ordered, That the said Executrix
noFranklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.
tice to all person* interested, by causing notice to be
published three weeks successively in the Maine
[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond.]
State Press, printed at Poitland, that they mav apI am using the ‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and
pear at a Probate Court to be held in said Por land,
I am very much pleased with if.
on the tii*t Tuesday of Novenilrer next, at ten of the
JOSIAH 11. DR I'M MON D.
clock in the forenoon, at.d show cuuse, if any they
Portland, July 23, 1862.
the said Instrument shou'd not be
have,

JOHN

..

Orderc left at the counting-room of the
aud Maine State Crete, bead of flrtt
will be

II.

And will be sold

cheaper

■

I

city.

And iti

ttyle

N. A. FOSTER & CO.

jull—3in

C ONSULTATIONS -Dr.

July 17,1*3.

TFTP PnnTTiVTI TtATTNT

Hughes

has

STEAM

Book and Job

any other place in

a*

sanity
cured.

Die Proprietors of the PonTLASD Daily rim
respectfully Incite attention to their fkeilities for executing, in beautiful style, every description of

All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned ‘.i desired. Address
DR J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street, (corner of Middle),
1‘ortland.
tySend stamp for Circular.
jull-dA w3nd>

H A

of the

Days

of Nailini;.

Steamer “New Brunswick,"
I apt. E B. Winchester and Steamer
“New Eng'and," t apt. E. Field, will

TIJE

r—

BOOK AND

A

true

copv, Attest:

w8w 17*

j

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

At a Court ok Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County ol Cumberland, on lie tir*t
Tuesday of October, in they carol our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-two*.
ANTHOINE, widow of Daniel W. AnJ thoine late of Windhatu, in «aid County, deceased, having presented her petition tor an a'lowance out ol the personal Estate ol whioh lie died pos-

IYDIA

It iras Ordered, that the said Petitioner give notice to all person* interested, by causing notice to 1k»
three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that tbev may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
fiist fuesnay of November next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy, Attest.
w3wl7*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

published

At a Court ok Probate he’d at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the ftist
Tuesday of October, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred nt d sixtv-two,
L. DYER, niece and heir-at-law of GusJta*.us G. ChuiChil). foimerlv of Poitlai d, in raid
County. having pieseited her petition representing
that said CtiMavus G. Chuichill was ’ast heord from
by any member of his family or locative in November,
A. D. 1*54. more than seven xeais ago, and pi axing
Hint adininistiatioii on his estate may be granted to
liberty B. Deunctt, of Portland, a toicsaid.
It trim Ordered, That the said Petitioi er give notice to all
person, interested, by causing notice to
be published three weeks successively, in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they mav appear at n Piobate ( ourt to 1m* held at said Portland,
on the first Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and show cause if any they
have, why tin same should not I e giantcd.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copy Attest

IOUISA

w3wl7*

EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

cheerfully

Having become tullv satislied of the benefit of the
•Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 have purchased
three of them at five dollars each, and do most cheerfullv recommend them to tin* public.
Du. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1861.
Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished tin* beds in my
house with the “Anderson >pung Red Bottom,” and
I take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 urn acquainted.
\

Principal

of Family

and St.John everv Monday and
of Tuesday and Friday as heretofore), commencing Oct. 2d.
The Steauiei “New Brunswick" will Ieave Railroad
Wharf, loot State Street, every Monday at 5 1*. M.
Upturning, ieav es St. John every I hurt-day at 8 A. M
Steamer "New
England" will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot State Street, every Thursday at 5 1'. M.
Kctnnm.g, leaves St. Joint every Moi day at 8 A M.
IT Positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
P. 31. ou the day of sai.iug.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
East/nirt with stage coaches tor Machia*. and w ith
steamer Queen for Bvbbinstan, Calais, St. Stephens
and St. Andrew*, and at the latter place over tailWoodstock and
/button
way for (anterbury;
Stations.
We also ticket through per steam* rs anti railways
for Windsor, Halifax, Zhghtj, Fredericton. Sussex.
Moncton. Shntiac, /Vince Edward* Islam!. /‘ictou,
Xorth Shore of Sew Brunswick, Mirimichi, and
Bay de < hatcur.
dtf
C. (’. EATON, Agent.
Sept. 24,1862.

Y,
«

Their Establishment is furnished with all the
spproved modern machinery, and their assortment of

Book and

I

Is

Bnsi&eo Card* of Every
Style and Coat.

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

DILL-HEADS RI LED AND CfT IN
THE

milE

MISSOURI

$20.

LAND COMPANY have pur-

X chased from the Hannibal fk St. Joseph Railroad
Company a large tract of land in Northern Missouri,
adjoining tlx* flourishing town of Hamilton, Caldwell

County, for farming and manufacturing put noses,
and have divided their property into lots and minis.
The> are offered to subscribers in shares of $20 each.
Maps, with full information, can be had by calling on
*

Judo

-HEALER IX-

Fine

Chemicals,

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
102 Middle Street, Portland.
dtf

Drugs,

Litchfield

AND

FANCY

a

*dlw

accommodation,-—which includes tickets 011 Grand
Kail way.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World’s Fair, out and
back. $1«».
\
Apply to Fhluionstone. Allan k Co.. .Montreal, or to

GLASS WARE, FOREIGN
LEECHES, SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES. SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCK (NOS, tfc.

PAINTS, OILS,
DYE-STUFFS,
LARD OIL,

usually kept

iu

a

Drug

and

i
ty State Ajrent for DAVIS & KIDD’S MAG- j
!
MACHINES.
eodtwtoctl
NETO-ELECllilV

dtf

(Succerror to r. J. Forrfstall and Mills & Forristall,

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

f-. J as follows:
Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WF'DNF'SDAY, at 4 P. 31.. and leave Pier 9 North Kiver. New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
This vessel is fitted up with tine accommodations for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. 1 assage $5.00, including F are and State
Kootns.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from 3lontreal.
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta. F.astport and St.

Deed*, Law Brief*,
And other

LAW

are requested to send their freight to the
steamer belbre 3 P. 31., 011 the day tLat she leaves
Portland.
F or ft eight or pas-age apply to
EMF'.KY Ik FnX. Brown’s Wharf. Portland.
II B.
KU3IWELL k CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 23, 1862.
dtf

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

Printing,
Executed in taste to suit the most fkstidious.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Our

can

SHOP

unsurpassed.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

Boston.

be found at the above

place.

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS,

ALL SORTS Ol HAND BILLS.

JAMES I*. SLEEPER,
FURNISHING
No. Ill
Residence

UNDERT AK ER,

Exchange Street, rortlnnd,

rear of 411
on hand

COFFINS

wly

&

are

A !CI>

Congress Streets,

June 23.

Book, Card

Styles

GOODS,

stantly
J. Forristall

DOCIMF.XTS executed with

Dispatch.

YANKEE NOTIONS,

P

Equity Case*,

l.

Pocket and Table Cutlery,

ADD1RON W. BANFIELD.

Inquire

Vork Sti-aincrs.

The splendid and fast Steamship
( aptain Sidney
"C1IESA1 F.AKF:.
rovvlll. will until further notice run

mm

M

h

John.
Shippers

A. W. BANFIELD,

FANCY

EXCHANGE si., POKTLAND.

Portland and \<

VARNISHES,

And all other articles
Taint establishment.

Policies Printed anil Bound for
Insurance Companies.

J. L. FARMER.
No. 10

June 23. 1802.
1

-ALSO-

KEROSENE Oil.,

Liverjtoo]. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Fiist Class, $77 to ’892—according

trunk

GOODS.

28 and 30 Federal and 106

WAITED.
run

to

ritird Class. S3.').

STATIONERY, TOYS, kc.,

Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Augusta.
Abbott’s School Farmington.
Eaton boys’ boarding School, Kent’s Hill.
}ull7d& udm
to

morning
Passage

TAGS PIERCED WITH BOLES k GLITTERED
WHEN DESIRED.

to

APOTHECARIES'

AND

BANK CHECKS, NOTES, AND BILLS OF LADINfi.

Londonderry.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELBY,

Stoddard House, Farmington.
Revere House, Vnssalboro.
liallowell House. Hallowed.
China House. China.

August

j

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERU MERY,

1 to u se, Waterville.
< inner House.

Stationary Engine.
ldake’s bakery, Congress Street.
\MAN
90.

|

GENUINE MEDICINES,

Testimonials similar to the above have been received from the proprietors of the follow ing public
houses-

1’enobsot Exchauge, baugor.
Franklin Mouse, ltangor.
Skowhegan House. Skowliegan.
Lew iston llousb, Lewiston.
Winthroi) House, Winthrop.

Circulars in Beery Variety of Type

ItTi'AMKItH

j

Pure

IMPORTER AMJ DEALER IS

Having tested the "Anderson Spring bed bottom,"
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article: and I believe it to be superior to
anvthing of the kind now in use.
Rev. E. llAWES.
Waterville, April 12, 18«>2.

ONEofthe following tirst-class, powertut .Steamer*: HIliKI.'MAN. NORTH
AN. MiKVVEt.lAV .M BA.
l.tUIKMlA V AM. 1.0 SAXON. NOVA MUilAJi—-will sail fiont Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every 1 riday. at 1 15 1’. 31.,
connecting with Steamer at Quebec every Saturday
.mm

j*

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

dations. 1 would cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleeping at ajtmci ts.

Augusta, April Id, l*d2.

MANNER.

NEATEST

Weekly Mail Line.

The bed bottom I bought of you fullv merits my
expectations, and is fully up to your high recommenAl staples,
A. X. WILLIAMS.

Variety,

Ot EA.\ STEAtlSKIlP CO’S

ARRnrr

pleasure

Fancy Types,

adequate to do any work demanded in this State.

Billets &

M O N T R K A l.

School, Little blue, Farmington.

I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the "Anderson Spring bed bottoms" lor the
last three weeks, ai d must say it far surpasses anything 1 had anticipated. Jiy wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest tor six months till occupying one ol
these beds. She would not part with it on anv account.
kev. John allEx.
Farmiugton, Feb. 2§, 18*12.

Elmwood

HOMESTEADS FOR

i<

JOB PRINTING!

Flastport
ihursuay. (instead

leave lot

Upholstering,

the last Will and Testo-

[From Hon. Lot M Morrill.]
Having used Anderson’ Spring Bed Bottom, I can
rocommci d it as an excellent artie’e.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta, Aug. 5, 1862.

Second Floor,

by

Clmtigo

Of every description, including Taylor's SelfSupporting Drawer, the best Kind ever made.
All orders for Repairing Furniture. Varnish('hair Stilting, (ila/ing, &c.,
ing.
promptly attended td.
jul31tt

proved

WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.

STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

EASTPORT. CALAIS* St. JOHN. FALL
ARRANGEMENT.

SARAH

uiei.t of said den ased.

Printing Office,

Fox Block,

*■

why
approved, at <1 allowed,

nnnee

POWER

No. Hi EXCHANGE

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

they

give

dtf

patienf;

or restriction
out tin*

-C. II. It. also manufacture*SHOW-CASES, DESKS, ASD DRAWER-WORK,

II.

capacity and fltcilitlet for doing work in goad
equal to any in tbe City or State.

are

oTKAMBUATp.

ROBES FURNISHED TO ORDER.

II

**

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER

Style,

STREET.

than at

the

to.

XT Tbe office it tupplied with

BLAKE'S,

No. 30 UNION

promptly attended

IV—LADIES desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience iu constant atteud-

ARE AT-

C.

Daily Free,
flight of itairt,

{

To be found iu this city, of every description, finished ami trimmed

presented

the meet libera

on

0

when all other rein.-.lie- fail: cures without dieting
iu the habits of the
cures withdisgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cuies new case's iu a few hours; cures withI out the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
I is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the proper
1 remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegeta*
b!e, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locally, can b<* caused by using th» hi.
YOUNG MEN, who a:e troubled with seminal
bad liMbitu iu youth,
weakness, generally caused
the effects of which ait* pant a d dizziness ’in the
I head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing in the ears,
etc., terminating in consumption or in|1 weak eyes,
if neglected, are speedily and permanently
1
!

BEST

In the ^STeatest

attended to

promptly

Work,

delicacy.

CASKETS,

;

Will be

Job

Established far the treatment of those diseases in
both saxes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

COFFINS

&c.

Fancy

on. lit

—AND—

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
1000 doz. Eggs wanted Immediately.
and for the County of Cumberland, on the hist
We
invite a share of
Tuesday of October, in the year of our Lord eighpatronage,
teen hundred and sixtv-two,
entire satisfaction to those w-Lo
and promise to
ALLEN, "Executrix of the last Will
purchase of us.
Jaud Testament of Jo6iah Allen, late of Guy, in
eod6w
Sept. 11, 1862.
said County, deceased, having
her first acH Kn'I1 for th e weary.
count of administration of sain estate forprobate:
It was Ordered, That the said Executrix give notice
to all person* interested, bv causing notice to be published throe weeks successively in the Maine state !
Press, j ilted at Portland, that they mav appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portlai d, on the |
first uesday of November next, at ten of the clock
Patent granted October, 1862.
in the forenoon, and shew caii*pt if any they have,
w hy the same should not be allow ed.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
A true copv, attest:
GENERAL AGENT.
w3w 17*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.

’•

X

j

BUTTER,

Feurth

ENTRANCE.-82) EXCHANGE STREET,

nvites all Ladies who
all at his rooms. No.
1 find an an ged tor

ow n sex.
ance.

PRIVATE

market; also,

Plain and

terms.

the least injurious to the health, mud may betaken
with perfect safety at ail times.
Sent to auy part of the country with full directions,
bv add re-sing
I>R HUGHES,
No. 0 Temple Street, corner of Middle, Cortland.

dawtf

THE

Office.

\

superior virtue iu regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
producing relief in a short time.
LADIEs will find it in>aluah!e iu all case* of obstructionsi after all other remedies have been tried in |
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in

C. J. BRYDbES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1.1802.
aOdtf

Such as Teas. Coffees, Sugars, Spice*, I*ickles, kc., ;
Having made ariangements with some of our best
dairies, we also intend to keep supplied with the

PRESS,

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph
Story, where all varieties of

certain of

summer.

FAMILY GROCERIES,

Casco Bask,

Eclectie^M^Mmng'Medicines are ii u rival

that should any parties make contracts for lire wood
tube carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that thev will do so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations lire wood cau be carried uext

E. G. PENNELL & CO.,

over

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE
STS.,
FOX BLOCK,

Infirmary.

emple Street,_

esiiecial
l>r. U.’i
led in efficacy and

Ij^ROM

Street,

from the office

DAILY

by

November 1st, 1H*»2, to Mav 1st, IP®, the
for a number of years confined his attention to
rates of freight on a!l descriptions ot lumber | diseases of a certain cla-s. During his practice he
aud timber will !-• advanced 25 per cent.
lias treated thousands of cates, and in no instance
No tin* wood wilfr-e eon e\ed bet ween October 1st,
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
18*52, and May 1st. 1803.
An advance in the rates of tire wood will take place
diet. l>r. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
next summer, but iu coi sequence of ehanges in the
in the morning until 10 at night, at his otl.ee. 5 Ternarrangement for conducting tup wood business, which J pie street. Charges moderate, ami a cure guaranteed
are about to be made, the Company will not lie able
in all eases.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
to take tire wood from certain places on the line, so
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

undersized having been appointed by the
THE
Judge of Probate lor the County of Cumberland,
Commissioners to receive and examine the airn*

cured

DIES.

HI (illE
a rn»*ci

6 1

—

Portland. July 22. 1*G2.

was

ongrcHH street, Cortland.

DRneed

Notice to Wood and Lumber Tlerchunts.

goods.

1.03 ^Middle

lias been removed
the office of tbe

Eclectic .Vlcdicnl Inlirmarv.

stock before purbought before the great
our

CUSHING,

BOTVrOV,

T

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

price, and will
retail, for cash.
or

boy who

a

Eclectic Jledicnl

ce.

June 23.

dr

to

Of Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facts will
show*:
FOR a long time the boy's eye-lids bad
been entirely closed. His case was considIVjKeri’d almost hopeless. The boy was put undor the care of Dr. H and after great patience ami perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he w as able to lift bis evelids, when it was discovered that a false meinbiaue
had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy’s eye-sight is
now entirely restored, ami his eyes
stronger than ever before.
This should be known to all persons who
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor has tor many years, in his
operation* on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public bis surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable
character."
Certificate* from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful opeialiens, all of which
may be seen at his office.

—

••

■1

A

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

For

FOSTER

clredT

nli\iiviiss

RAILROAD.

BURLEIGH’S,

—

Rough

MILITARY

CUSTOM

44

lirst to roll, then to slide, and at
it
last off it went from the wagon, and the old
man with it.
“What are you down here Ibr?”
cried the hoys. “I came down after hay!”—
answered the old man, stoutly.

^

_

Establishment

june21d4m

Dn and after Monday, Mav 5, 1862,
trains will leave Portland for Lewiston
and t a. mingtou via Brunswick, at 1 1’. M.
Lea*e Farmingtou for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath and Portland via Brunswick at 11.46 A. M.
Freight troius daily between Portland and Lewiston.

BURLEIGH'S.

JOB PRINTlJiB

Thysiciaus

THROUGH TICKETS

4|
2}

Bariev.60 tit's Bed Top.83 g 3]
Shorts p ton.
»21 «'22 Linseed.21g
Fine F«t«I.23 «24 Canarv.Sf'jg 3}
Itrindotonr «•
Sugar.
/>,'
Duty: Mrlado2c,not above
So. 12 2hr, above So. 12
Rough, p ton ..£17<»20
and not above 15 3c,above
Dressed
.30«35
So. 15 and not abort 2*1
tin a powder,
/hihi I >1 tfii'd at less thai
3]e. abive So. 2t) and re20c P tb Or. orer 20c 6<
fit d 4.- 1» lb.
p lb and 20 pc ad vat. Portland A.a)
n
A A
lie.
(Pasting.S4J«. 4
Yellow .none.
Riti- and Sporting 51 a 7
do.
lla v.
F.xtra Yellow.none.
Screw’d p net T.#13 0 15 Muscovado.91310
do.
in bond.71 u
Loose.13 aid
New do. 12 a 14 Havana Brown.... 10512]
do.
White.. .11! a 13
Hide* and Sliiaa.
New Orleans.1’H </12*
Duty 10 1 >e ad rat.
Slaughter Hides. .h /n) 6 Crushed .13] «rl3t
Calfskin*.9 alO Lranulated.13’ a 131
Cuontta Cow—
.powdered.13:&13J
Tii I loiv.
S’amrhtored.. I 60-7» l 7<
<. reon Sp’t .115 </1 2 > Duty
Tal'air 1 \fc, Soap
Stork 10 l>c ad val.
Drv. ttft /»1 0i ►
Sheep Pelts, t.r’n.80 aPl American relined .815; 9c
Sheep Pelt*, Dry 46 ^75 iBough.6J<9 6

AT

-AWD-

Dyspepsia.

CLOTHING,

Savauvilia.lja

44

Oiotliiiig-

If Helling, regardless of Coat,

BOOK

purifvin^

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Nummer

THE

The effect of this medicine is most wonderful—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains ot
life,
the blood, cleansing it from all humors
ami causing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from the system. Liver Complaint, dial main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in its worst forms, all llillious Diseases and
foul stomach,
Costiveness, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion. Headache. Dizziness. Tiles, Heartburn, Weakness, Tains in the side and bowels, t latulency, Loss of ap|>etite, and a torpid or diseased Liver. a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to w hich all
are more or less subject in
bpring and Summer.
More than 20,000
persons have been cured bv this
medicine. It is highly recommended bv
everywhere. Try it and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine even where at
only
25 and
cents per bottle. I>rders addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN A C'O., Boston.

Cumberland, ss.—To Wm. D. Se wall,above-named.
I
The largest and best selected stock of
oj bath, in tin* County of Sagadahoc, Esquiie:
^OiIE foregoing application having been presented
JL to me, itxjuesting me to issue u wan ant directed
To Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
READY-MADE
to one of said applicants, to call a meeting of the
Toledo, 8t. I’acl. La Croaae. st. Louis,
bond-holders theiciu mentioned, said application is j
New Orleans, or any part of the
ANDhereby made a part of this wairaut. and you are di- !
reeled to otify a meeting ol thebond-holdeis theie- I
SUITII
OR NORTH WEST,
WEST,
Gentlemen’s
Furnishing Goods,
in inentioued. at tin* time, and for the purposes, and
at tin* place. therein set forth, bv publishl ig a notice
BY THE
-Ever offered in Maine, can be obtained atol said meeting, seven da's at least before the time
j
of holding the same, in each of the following newsERIE RAILWAY.
papers. iz: the Port and Daily Press, published at
Via Buffalo, Dunkirk, and Niagara Falls.
Poitlaud.ift the Comity of Cumberland, the Sentinel
and Times, pub'i-lied uf Bath, in the Countv of Sagadahoc, and the Kennebec Journal, published at AuAll of which will be sold so as to warrant entire sat- j
This road in broad ©cage and is provided with
gu-ta, iu the County of Kennebec.
New aud Splendid sleeping Cam.
is fart ion to the purchaser.
tiiven under ra\ hand at Brunswick, in the Countv
of Cumberland, this tenth day ot October, A. D. 18G2.
orTickets sold iu l'urtiaud at lowest Bostou rates
WM. O. BAKLOW8, Justice ol the i eacc.
by
W. D. LITTLE, Agkxt,
Pursuant to the foregoing Warrant to me directed.
Office 31 Exchange Street,
I hereby notify the holdeis of bonds mentioned ami
OCR STOCK OF C LOTHS
x oil cau save money by securing tickets at this
refrned to iu the foregoing
ai d war-

—

—

BURLEIGH'S.

AT

ANDROSC OGGIN

ETHER 8HEPLEY,
WM. D. .SEWALL.
N. M. Will i MOLE,

October 9, 1802.

G]

23|2j

EOR SALE

by

Hoops.£25

••

GOODS,

Of Wery description,

lifty-seveu—and

Whittath...8j

2f£

MILITARY

trustees

....

*'

aie

Langley’*

^TOMl’OSED of Sarsaparilla, Wild Cherry, Yellow
\J Dock, Trick ley Ash, Thorough wort, Rhubaib,
Mandrake, Dandelion, Ac., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, aufc assist Nature in
eradicating disease.

.Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiscassot, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’. Rockland
and 'i'homa.’don.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Bel last, on arrival of train from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec A Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
A
Freight trains run daily between August* and Portland.
B. H. ClLStlMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
A u trust a, April, 1862.
juue23dtf

103 Middle Street.

BARROWS, one of the Justices
County of Cumberland, resiBrunswick, in said County:
hereby requested to call a meeting of the
<i.

of the I Vaco tor tie*
lient in the town of

SUMMER MEDICINE,

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

STAGE CONNECTION!*.

STATE or MAINE.

..

Dr.

Monday Morning and Saturday Evening Truing.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.30 A. M., and
Bath at 0.30 A. M., for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. M. train tor Lowell ai.d Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

BURLEIGH’S,

STRING AND

GREAT

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00P. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains lor stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset A Kennebec Railroad for Water* ille,
Kendall’s Mills and Skowhcgan, and at Kendall’s
Mills with the Penobscot A Kennebec Road for Pittsfield, New port and Baugor; arriving same night.

GREAT EXCITEMENT

REMOVAL!

Secured,

BY' THE USE OF THE

April Wth, 1802.

Farmington.

Latest 1Vo in Headquarters !

LECIAL NOTICES.

Health anil Strength

Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun^Sy^ wri,lavs excepted) an follows:
Augusta n»r Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

NEW EEOBUITS WANTED!

jo.

...

ill-arranged

Commenced

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

PRINTING._

BUY ME AND I’LL DO YoU GOOD !”

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

44

■

top

UNION FOREVER!

....

9$

!

MEDICAL.

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND R. R.

unmanufac-

Spring.H

**

keep
began

RAILROADS.

.6}

love liquor, but such was the state of his credit that no one would trust him. He therefore
resorted one day to a trick to answer the deApples,
sire of his appetite. He took two case bottles,
put a quart of water into otte of the bottles,
put one of them in each pocket, and started
1.8|(a)
off for the store.
...6®g1
“I’ll take a quart of ruin,” said Uncle Eb, j
(small).2jo,
the
bottle
on
the
counter.
placing
empty
The rum was put up, and the bottle put in
Duty: Lemons, Oranges, dy lc l> lb.
his pocket, when Uncle Eb pulled from his
Banana and Plantains lticc i> lb.61& 7i
2 • pc ad vat., Almonds
R uni.
purse what, at a distance, seemed a quarter oi
4c, and Shelled do. 6c p Port ai ddlatfUod.46 §tfe
a dollar.
lb. SuAs and Dates 2c
Salrraiun.
“This is nothing but tin, Uncle Eb,” said the
l> Jb. Currants, Fig*. Saleiatus p lb.7c
trader.
Plums, prunes and Itai• Sail.
sins
f»c p lb. Citron 31 Duty
In bulk 18c, and in
“Eli? it’s a quarter,” said Uncle Eb. “It’s
pc ad cal.
bags 24c t> 100 lbs.
all Iv’e got.”
Almonds—.Iordan p lb. Turk's Is.,
hhd.
Soft Shell.13 «16c
“Very well, you can't have*the rum.”
(8 bus.).f2|@ 2?
Shelled.25 ^/30 Liverpool.2] a 2l
Uncle Eb, without much demurring, pulled j
Currant*.12 a 13 Cadiz.2»a 2?
from his pocket the quart of water. The IraCitron.32 ®35 Sacks Salt.12«i« 125
der took It and poured it into his rum-barrel,
or’d Butter Salt. .20
PM Nirs."
aud off walked Uncle Eb.
Fig*, common.... none.
Hiarch.
>* ew K'cme.25c
Duty 20 t*c ad val.
case. .Si <gj 5
Lemons,
p
Pearl.5$ 5 64
Artemas Ward says: “The red man of the
Oranges. none.
Potato.2ya. 2;
forest was fonn’ly a very respectful person.
Kaisiuf,
shot-1> 100lbs sy^io
Justice to the noble aboorygine warrants me
Blue p cask.
Soap.
Black.SS (a 10 Duty 35 p>C ad val.
in saying that origgernerly lie was a majestic
Bunch p box. 34O«30t ILeathe & Lore’s, TrowCliss. At tht* time when Ohrin. arrnve mi th»*s**
Laver.3-2/1.3 Sf
bridge & Smith's Kxshores, (I allude to Chris. Columbus,) the savaDa’o*.7 a 9«' trm No. 1 j» lb
.i 9
jis was virtoous and happy. They were inno- Prunes .SJ^lOt iFamily do.7*7$
Portland"
instr
Flour—
No. 1.7 «, 7
cent of see»ssion, rum, draw-poker, and sinSuperfine.S6J a 6 Fugle No. 1.GJ.& 6j
fulness gin’rally. They didn't discuss the slaFaucv.6 n 61 6tar.51 a "tj
Extra. 6pi 6j Cartlle.12 i a 16
very question ns a custom. They had no ConFamilv.7 a
Crane’s.9-0:92
gress, faro banks, delirium tremens, or AssociExtra Superior... .7J n 8
Spice*.
ated Press. Their habits were consequently
a i\]
\Yostein ex t ras
6)
Duty: (linger Pont be,
Late
44
good.
suppers, dyspepsia, thieves, ward
fanev.6 a 6*
(Iround <linger 8c, Pepsuperior. 7ia, 8
politicians, pretty waiter girls, and other meper and Pimento 12c,
( loves 15c. Cassia lde.
extra.6i« t>i
Ohio
retiueineuts
were
unknown
tropolitan
among
"
family.GJ«/ 0; Cassia Puds 20c, Cinnathem.,,
mon 25c. Mace and SutCanada super No.l none.
lb.
fancy.none.
megs 3dc
,1Mobe Hay.”—An old gentleman who tvns
extra.none. cassia
lb.40 :542c
44
always bragging how folks used to work in his
super'r ext.none. Cloves..27 28
Kve Flour.4f<$ 4> iLiuger, (Bace)-27 a28
younger days, one day challenged his two sons
Corn
.3\iv 3‘ '(■inger, (Africa) 27 3 28
to pitch on a load of iiay as last as he could
Buckw’t FPr p lb 2c^ 2 Mace.80
load it. The challenge wns accepted, the hay
(•rain*
Nutmegs.75 ,a80
wagon driven round, and the trial comDuty Corn and Oats 1 )c Popper,.22 a23
>519
Ftyi and B vrley 18e, mm Pimento.18
menced. For some time the old man held his
*
Wheat 20c p bu. Froir
Seed*.
own very creditably,
calling out, “More hay!
Br. Provinces free.
Linseed 16c |> bn.,
Duty
more hay 1”
Thicker and faster it came. Tile
Rvo...91 a 95<
Canary $1 1> bu., MusOats ..40 a45
old man was nearly covered; still he kept crytard 8c 1> lb.
a 72
Corn.
South
Ycl.
Herds
.70
Lrass.?2 'a 2f
ing “More hay! morehuy!” At length.strug- Corn. Mixed.68 «7ft Western
( lover. 7*;« 8c
on the
of the
to

gling
heap,

MISCELLANEOUS.

•*

Congress Street,

all

keens

con-

the various kinds of

AND

CASKETS,

N o\v in t'«e,
And will make to order am thing of this kind that
to
may be ordered, at short notice, from the
the very bk*t. By giving my strict and undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
of the above, 1 cau furnish them cheaper than any

cheapest

one

else.

Aug 0,18C2.

JAMES T

SLEEPER.

Portland, June

18fi2.

daw

COXORESS STREET SEMINARY,
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Hiss E. L. Whittier,

Principal.

•

AUTUMN SESSION will

commence

8th. and Continue 15 weeks.
THE
Prior
21st, Bill Information

July
Principal,

Sept.

be obtained
of the
349 Congress Stroet. Hours fVora
8 .o 1 o’clock, except Saturdays. After that time adplication mar be mad<» at 40 State Street
2awl0w
Portland, Juue 23. 1862.
to

can

